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Katsinas accepts GPSC • • nomInatIon 
By Phillip Fiorini 
Starr Writer 
Steve Katsinas. a doctoral 
student in higher education. 
accepted his nomination 
Monday for president of the 
Graduate and Professional 
Student Council. 
Inc:umbent President Ann 
Greeley, a graduate student in 
psychology. accepted her 
nominatio~. at the G~SC 
meeting last Wednesday. 
The other presidential can· 
didate nominated at that 
meeting, Thomas Pape, a 
graduate student in design. has 
not yet publicly ac('ep!~ the 
nomination for U.le election 
scheduled for Wednesday. April 
6. 
In a prepared news reiease, 
Katsinas said he accepted Ihe 
nomination because he is 
concerned dbout declining stale 
support for higher education. 
increased tuition. proposed 
elimination of the SJU-C Law 
School and a lack of ~tudent 
participation in campus issues. 
such as those discussed bv the 
Committee on Academic Af· 
fairs. 
Support continues 
in McFarlin fund 
8y Robert Green 
sian Writer 
After a brid flurry of in-
terviews for local news media, 
Harold McFarlin nas resumed a 
qUiet life of waiting and hoping. 
The 46-year-old SIU-C hiStory 
professor, who is on leave of 
absence, needs a heart tran-
splant to live and $80.000 to pay 
for the operation, which isn't 
covered tiy faculty health in-
surance. . 
Now that the word is out about 
his pUght, McFaJ lin is counting 
on the help of Ule local com-
munity to somehow raise the 
necessary amount before his 
damaged heart gives out. 
A special fund has been set up 
in his behaH, and fund·raising 
coordinator Robert Gold said he 
believes the local community is 
gO!!(fe~o feull it hO~~e shown tremen~ous heart in all sectors 
of the community," Gold, a 
faculty member in history. said 
Friday. "So far we bave raised 
OV6~~~\~; that without the 
operation McFarlin has less 
than a year to live. Once the 
$80 000 fee is raised, McFarlin 
wili fly to ~he Stanfo~d 
University Medical Center In 
California where he has been 
accepted as a candidate for 
heart transplant surgery. 
ContributIOns can be made to 
the Harold McFarlin Heart 
Transplant Fund. University 
Bank, P.O. Box 2648, Car-
bondale, m., 62901. 
"One of the most impressive 
things is the contributions of the 
working people of the 
University - the carpenters. 
the plumbers, electricians, 
pipefitters. and physicial plant 
employees - who have con· 
tributed over 51,000," Gold said. 
"Little doUars are coming in 
everywhere out of heartfelt 
concern." 
Gold also commended the 
staff of the SIU Arena for 
allowing announcements about 
1\IcFarlin's plight to be made 
during events at the Arena, 
including the recent Tom Petty 
concert. 
On Thursday night in the 
Arena. the rock froup REO 
Speedwagon wit play a 
chaUenge basketbaU game with 
the staff of WCIL-FM. and aU 
proceeds from the game will go 
to the heart transPlant fund. 
The game begins at 7 p.m. and 
admission is $1.01. 
Fund-raising activities are 
also being conducted by 
residents of Carbondale 
Towers, where McFarlin lives. 
They have plann~ a ~nce,. a 
quilt raffle '-nd bmgo mghts 10 
an effort to raise $5.000. 
Gold said the Carbondale 
Eagles and the Elks have 
planned dinners and other 
activities to raise mon.ey for 
McFarlin, and he said. ~e 
Printing Plant, 606 S. IlhnOis 
Ave., bas helped by printing 500 
posters free of cbarge. 
Greg Vertrees. Printing Plant 
owner said he is a former 
student of McFarlin. who he 
remembers as "a good Gold said aU sorts of people 
are helping the fund·ralslr.g 
effort in a wide variety of ways. See SUPPORT, Page 2 
Katsinas said that he had 
already !!~kt!d Greeley to 
debate and that his campuign 
manager was in the process of 
trying to schedule a debate with 
Pape. 
"I feel it is important for the 
GPSC to enjoy the benefits of a 
debate between those who 
would be president." he said. 
But Greeley said Monday 
afternoon that she would not 
debate Katsinas. 
"I fail to see what purposf' a 
debate will serve that speeches 
and questions from the floor at 
the meeting the night of the 
election will not serve." she 
said. "The speeches before the 
GPSC election night will gh'e 
ample opportunity for us to 
respond to the council's con· 
cerns." 
Greeley also said that a 
debate. in a sense. has already 
occurred at the GPSC meetings 
this Sf!m;·:>ter. 
She said that if Katsinas was 
''really con('erned about the 
issues, he would have been al 
the meetings and made his 
views known at that time." 
This election will mark the 
third time Greeley and Katsinas 
will face off for the GPSC 
presidential of!i('e. . 
In December. Katsmas 
defeated Greeley 20 to 19 in an 
election that was invalidated 
But Greeley defeated Katsinas 
in February by a vote of 41 t~ 14 
Runnmg fo!' the GPSC Vice· 
presidential office are in· 
cumbent Dan Venturi and Nick 
Rion, chairman of the local 
chap~r of the Mid-American 
Peace Project. 
Ventl.!:-;, a law student. 
defeated Rion in February by 3 
vote of 35 to 13"-
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Drunk stumper 
Vabdana Gujar, doctoral student in chemistry, answers questions 
on the Alcohol Awareness lest in the Student Cenler Monday. The 
exhibit is part of a Weliness Fair being held this week. 
Neighborhood 
in tunnoil after 
demonstration 
CHICAGO (API - Ft'ar and 
prejudice grip a neighborhood 
where protesters staged a Palm 
Sunday "demonstration of 
hate" outside a Catholic Church. 
driving away Democratic 
mayoral candidate Har!?ld 
Washington and former Vice 
President Willtel' Mondale, a 
priest said Monday. 
"Feal' is ~ biggest thing that 
affects our community." said 
the Rev. Francis Ciezadlo, 
pastor of St. Pascal's, church 
who bad invited Washington. a 
Methodist, and Republican 
candidate Bernard Epton. a 
Jew. to attend Mass at the 
church. "But I didn't el(pect 
this. " 
Washington and !\fonda Ie 
arrived at the church as the 9: 45 
Mass was ending for about 800 
parishioners. Outside the 
church. howevf'r. an ang,,} 
crowd of about 200 peopie 
most purporting to be Epton 
supporters - greeted 
Washington with obscenities 
and racial slurs. 
Statistics show increase in DW I arrests 
Many of the appfl)ximatel~ 
3.000 parishioners In lhe all· 
white neighborhood are worried 
of rumors that public housing 
rnav be build on vacant land not 
far' from the church. Cieza~o 
said. He explained that he In· 
~'ited both candidates to the 
church to better understa:,d the 
fears and needs of the neIgh 
borhood. 
By Jeanifer Phillips 
sian Writer 
While both the Carbondale 
Police Department ~nd SIU:e 
Security reported an mcrease m 
drunk drivmg arrests for 1982. 
the number of traffic accidents 
handl!:!d varied with the 
department. 
Carbondale police reported a 
57 percent increase in arrests 
for driving while intoxicated, 
with 95 in 1981 and 149 in 1982. 
SIU-C Security reported an 
increase from 10 arrests in 1981 
for driving under the in-
fluence-as the campus police 
classify the offense-to 25 in 
l~arbondale Police Ch • .!f Ed 
Hogan said there was a one 
percent decrease in traffic 
accidents from 1981 to 1982, a 
trend which has continued since 
1m. 
A total of 298 persons were 
injured and one kil~ed in 916 
traffic accidents. Nmeteen of 
the accidents invoh'ed 
bicyclists, 20 i!'volved 
pedestrians, and 40 mvolved 
motorcyclists. 
Seventy of these accidents 
involved DWI violations, a 66 
percent increase from 1981. 
SIV-C Securitv reported a 4 
per('ent increase in. moto~ 
vedc1e accidents. With 246 
reported in 1~~ and 255 in 1982 
Thirty·two IDJunes result~d 
from the 255 accidents. With 
four involving bicydists. two 
involving pedestria~ and ont' 
involving a wheelchair. 
Three of the accidents in-
"olved DUl violations 
"Three weeks ago. \H' wert' 
frO"Zen out. They weren't t'ven 
campaigning in thiS nt'l~h· 
borhood." saId Clezadlo. a 
priest for 37 years. "They tave 
to know our feelings and us 
Then they might be able to help 
Police make 20 alcDh,ol arrests 
The:'e was an 8 perc~nt 
decrease in accidents at High 
Accident Locations. which are 
intersections within Carbondale 
where a high Pf>!"l;=enta~e of 
accidents occur police said .. 
us~'~Shington tentatively was 
scheduled to appear with L'.S 
Rep. Claude Pepper. D-Fla .. 
before a group of elderly 
citizens in the same part of the 
city on Monday. But that 
campaign appearance was 
cancelled 
There were 20 arrests 
related to underaged con-
g;mption of alcohol over the 
weekend, according to 
Carbondale police. 
At 9;28 p.m. Thursday, two 
people were arrested at 
Hangar 9,511 S. DIinois Ave., 
for underaged possession of 
alcohol. 
Friday evening, five ~ple 
were arrested for und'!t8ged 
possesion and two for illegal 
transfer of alcohol at 512 S. 
Beveridge St. 
Three people W~ !J'I1!!IRd 
Saturday at 10:41 p.m. at 
Gatsby's, 608 S. Dlinois Ave., 
for underaged consumption 
and one for illegal 
distribution of alcohol .Three 
were arrested later in the 
evening at the American Tap, 
518 S. Illinois Ave., for un, 
tleraged consumption and one 
for illegal distribution. 
Early Sunday morning, 
three more people were 
arrested at Airwaves, 109 N. 
Washington Ave., for un-
deraged acceptance. 
Police said not all tlmse 
arrested were SIU-C 
students. Some were 
residents of Kentucky and 




Gal says the Copll mean for 
the word to get around that 
Soutll llliDOis Avenue IID't 
'hea Tow •• 
These include t~e ~n­
tersections ()f Umverslty 
Avenue with Mill and Walnut 
streets; So~th Illin~is a.nd 
Grand aven'Jes; Ma~n w~th 
Poplar, Oakland. Umverslty 
a~1 w.: :r~~'division of the 
Carbol'dale Police Department 
discove'"5 a problem with left· 
hand tunL" at a certain spot, for 
example, it ill designated a HAL 
anel concentr&tPd upon, Mc-
Namara said. 
The HAL! change as the 
problems are cleared up, he 
said. 
George Leberis. the owner of 
a restal:rant where Washington 
and Peppel' were to appear. 
said the restaurant received 
"about 20" phone caas from 
customers and others who 
"objected to Washington's 
appearance." Leberis said he 
phoned the Washing:on cam· 
paign headquarters to notify the 
staff there of the caUs. 
See NEIGHBORHOOD, Page Z 
Two parties file nonrlnations 
for USO presidential election 
By Jamf'tl Dert 
Staff Writer 
Two political parties haVl'~ 
filed presidential nominations 
for the upcoming Un· 
dergraduate Student 
Organization election ten· 
tatively scheduled for April 20. 
The Maverick Party c.m· 
didate for president is Steve 
Petrow, a sophomore with a 
double major in finance and 
economics. The Maverick vice-
presidential candidate is Mike 
Greathouse, a senior in finance. 
The Trojan Party presidential 
candidate is Bruce Joseph, a 
sernor with '1 double major in 
business administration and 
aviation technology. Stephanie 
Jackson, a junior with a doubie 
major in political science and 
radio and television, is running 
for vice president. 
Petrow is currently acting 
Minority Affairs Commissioner 
of the USO. Greathouse is the 
USO legislative liaison. 
Joseph is a former assistant 
commissioner of the Housing, 
Tuition and Fees Commission of 
the USO. Jackson is a USO 
student selIG tor. representing 
the east side, and a member o( 
the Committee on Internal 
Affairs. 
All 38 Student Senate se:lts 
wiD also be vacated and are up 
(or election. The Trojan Party 
has members running for 'n 
seats. 
USO Election Commissioner 
John Strem said that the April 
election will be the only elec· 
tion. If any seat becomes vacant 
at any time during the term, the 
next highest vote-getter in this 
election wiD be awarded the 
Seat. No election will be held in 
the fall. ~trem and the Committee on 
Internal Affairs have approved 
the new election date, which 
must also be approved by the 
Student Senate on Wednesday 
nig.~t. 
SI Airport to get funds for tower 
By Terry Levecke 
Staff Writer 
The Southern Dlinois Airport 
is finally going to get a "real" 
air traffic control tower, after 
operating from a temporary 
"porta·om" unit since 1969. 
said Bob Lang. air traffic 
manager. 
The Federal Aviation Ad· 
ministration has awarded $1.1 
million to the airport, locat!!d 
west of Carbondale, for con· 
struction of a 9O-foot tower that 
will have an eye level visibilty 
for air traffic controllers of 69 
feet - 47 feet higher than the 
present facility. Lang said. 
m~~w wiilta:r~ii~ a:\u::;; p~ ai~~av~1 c:~e :~rt 
officO! building is included in the probably won't notice any 
construction plan. difference or increase in ser· 
'We've submitted the vice. Lang said, but the !leW 
request for a new tower four tower VIm provide more 
different times. U.S. Rep. Paul producti';equarters. The hiaher 
Simon (o.22nd District) was eye level of the tower wilT in· 
instrumental ia, keeping us crease visibility of surrounding 
visible and pleading our case," hetr~. fi8Cl'~ pa. tterns for controllers, 
Lang said. "Our lucky number - d. 
{'maDy came up." Engineering bas been un· 
Simon helped the cause by derway for several months, 
putting language in the tran· ac.:ording to Carle. Con· 
sportation appropriations bill struction is to begin in July and 
for the last two years which is expected to be completed in 9 
would make Southern Dlinois months. Installing the elec-
Airport eligible for the project tronic equipment sltould take 
as soon as money was available. another 3 months, Lang said. 
NEIGHBORHOOD from Page 1 
F'o:!pper, 82. a champion of the 
elderly, did attend and told the 
gathering of abolUt 150,. senior 
citizens of his a3SOCiation with 
Was~tCJn in C~. 
"I've lmown him mtimately," 
Pepper said. "Race is not the 
criteria for deciding elections in 
this country." 
To which one of the audience 
responded: "Go to hell." 
Meanwhile, the clergy at St. 
Pascal were trying to figure 
how to mend a divided parish 
while they fielded a steady 
stream of abusive, threatening 
telephone calls that have 
poured into the rectory over the 
weekend. Some of the callers 
made bomb threats, to which 
city bomb and arson in-
vestigators responded. 
"It was really ugly," said the 
Rev. James Mitchell, who was 
giving Palm Sunday com· 
munion when thO! demon· 
strators poured into the churcb 
vestibule, one of them shouting 
at the top of her lu~ to 
SUPPORT from Page 1 
professor." McFarlin taught McFarlin Day. 
Russian history at SIU-C for 13 Gold said the show of support 
years before his c'mdition for McFarlin by the City 
forced him to go on le-dve. Council, the University and 
The Carbondale City Council iocal community has been 
also re«'eTltly eXl?ressed support "very encouraging," thus far, 
for the fund·ralsing effort by and be said be hopes the effort 
prnclaiminl( April 9 as Harold in April wiD be even better. 
"assassinate Ciezadlo." 
Mitcheil said he recalls 
Ciezadlo telling the 
parisbioners: "I'm afraid that 
m this week we celebra~ love, 
there seems to be a demon-
stration of hate." 
MitcheD, 30, lamented the 
fact that many of the demon· 
strators appeared to be about 
his age, "the flower people who 
would shut down a university to 
~lCJP. the war and other in-
JUStices. 
"We hope that April is the 
month, because we want to see 
Harold on his way to California 
by May," Gold said. "We're 
especiaDy hopeful, with payday 
coming up this week_ What 
we've seen so far is exciting, but 
we b"ve a long way to go." 
News Roundup---
Reagan defense plan sparks debate 
WASHINGTON (AP', - President Reagan's call for a U.S. 
defense system that would render nuclear weapons obsolete 
has spartted a debate among physicists, who disagree over 
whether sucb a defense system is possible. 
Most scientists interviewed by The Associated Press say 
researcb ou laser and particle beam .weapons - which bas 
been going on for some time - should continue. But they 
disagree over how 10IIII it would take to develop an ironclad 
system. and whether it can be done at all. 
Court denies contempt request 
By tbe Associated Plfts 
Justice Lewis F. Powell turned away an extraordinary 
request to begin contempt~f-i:ourt proceedings against a 
Mobile, Ala., school board in a Supreme Court decision 
Monday. His order left open the possibility that the 
proceedings could be initiatf'd in an "appropriate lower 
court." 
Ishmael Jaffree, an agnostic whose three children attend 
Mobile public schools. sought a contempt finding, saying that 
the school board "has flagrantly turned a deaf ear" to 
Powell's February order banning officially sponsored prayer 
sessious. 
Groups still unhappy with EPA 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The country's top conservntion 
groups said Monday it will take more to reverse Pres.tJent 
Reagan's ''uniform and wx:arlng" envirormental policies 
tban just bringing in a new team at the Envirormo!DtaI 
Protection Agency. 
At a joint news conference, the nine organiZations said 
Reagan's anb-ewironmental policies at the EPA were just as 
prevalent in the dozen other government agencies charged 
with protecting the public. 
Negotiatiom hinge on one obstacle 
BEIRUT, Lebai.on (AP) - Lebanese news media and 
Israeli sources sai .. t Mooday that the role of militia com· 
mander Sud HaddaJ, Israel's ally in southern Lebanon, is the 
last obstacle to progress in the troop withdrawal negotiations. 
''Tbe talks remain deadlocked becallle Israel insists ou 
giving Maj. Sud Haddad and bis militia a major secmity role 
in the South," the Lebanese state radio reported as U.S. 
presidential e'1voy Philip C. Habib returned to Beirut from 
Israel with 00 indications of a breakthrough. 
Recession blamed for child abuse 
CHICAGO (AP) -Incidents of reported child abuse rose 
more than IOpen:ent in the United States last year, and a child 
advocacy group bas placed the blame on the rec:ession and 
ImelDployment. 
Anne H. Cohn, executive director of the Cbicago-based 
National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse, reported 
that some states in a nationwide survey reported even greater 
increases in child abuse. In Olinois, the rate was up 13 percent. 
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Jobs bill to help VA hospital, Shawnee 
By Terry Levecke 
Starr Writer 
The $4.6 billion emergency 
jobs bill President Reagan 
signed Friday will benefit 
Shawnee Forest projects and 
will likely initiate repair work 
on the Veterans Administration 
Hospital in Marion, in addition 
to providing funding for human 
services programs, according 
~a~fS·ta~~simon's press aide 
Simon, D-22nd District, an-
nounced Friday that a $75,000 
project for Shawnee was 
authorized under the jobs bill. 
The exact nature of the project 
cannot be discussed until forest 
officals have received all the 
details. Carle said. 
The Marion V A Hospital 
should be eligible for repair 
work under a provision for V A 
hospital repair. Carle said. 
A "supplement targeting 
amendment" will help place 
Southern Illincis in a position of 
funding priOrity for programs 
supported by the jobs bill. The 
amendment requires allocation 
of 75 percent of the ap-
propriations for various 
programs to counties whose 
unemployment rates were 90 
percent of the national average 
for the last twelve months, 
Carle said. Most Southern 
Illinois counties fall into that 
category. 
The amendment applies to 
federal buil(ijilg repair, hospital 
repairs, Small BlIsiness 
Association loans and in· 
vestment funds, federal prison 
repair, low-income housing 
weatherization. school and 
hospital weatherization. con-
struction of school facilities, 
unemployment insurance, and 
public works, Carle said. 
Exact allocation of funding 
for the 'tarious programs will be 
determined by the Department 
of Commerce according to 
project proposals already 
submitted by local 
muniCipalities. Approval of the 
projects will be judged by 
employment needs of the area 
and ability of the project to 
produce jobs, Carle said. 
The bill appropriated $85 
million for forest service 
maintenance-related projects, 
SUlCI million for low-income 
housing weatherization, $375 
million in emergency food and 
shelter for the unemployed, $175 
$:i~ilI~~~ f~~a;:iaf~~i~~: 
$1 billion for community 
development and $5 billion in 
emergency supplemental 
funding for state unemployment 
benefits. 
The bill provides $SO million 
(or the college work·study 
program, $40 million for 
removal of architectural 
barriers for handicaps. and $SO 
million for construction. 
remodeling and ac~uisition of 
public libraries. C" :._~ said. 
"The bill does not authorize 
programs not already on the 
books. but projects that were 
cut back." said Carle, "so work 
can be done now when jobs are 
needed." 
The emergency jobs 
legislation is the first of three 
phases to be considered by the 
House. Phase Two would 
concentrate on providing jobs to 
less skilled workers. women 
and minorities, since the first 
bill involves many highly-
skilled construction jobs, Carle 
said 
The third phase, introduced in 
the House by Simon early this 
year, would make jobs im-
~~~~t~~t ~;~:~I~o~o 3gnJaovns~ 
Only four working days Per 
week would be allowed and at 
minimum wage, as an incentive 
for people on the program to 
continue looking for jobs. 
Carle said the bill has gained 
popularity and now has 50 co-
sponsors in the House. 
New plan OK'd for courtroom repairs 
By Terry Levecke 
Staff Writer 
The Jackson County Board 
thought it was on its way to 
renovating the north courtroom 
of the Jackson County Cour-
thouse in Murphysboro and 
thereby satisf)'ing the judges' 
complaints of madequate space 
when it approved funding for 
renovation at its meeting 
earlier this month. 
But Judge Bill F. Green· 
changed that idea Thursday 
night at the Building and 
Grounds Committee meeting 
when he said, "It's not going to 
work gentlemen. that's all there 
is to it." 
The renovation would divide 
the north courtroom into two 
smaller jury courtrooms and 
improve lighting fixtures and 
provide new furniture. 
However. the manner in which 
it was set up did not provide a 
way for the Judges to get in and 
out of the courtroom without 
passing through the audience. 
"The judge has got to be able 
to make a decision and get out 
of th,. courtroom without going 
paSt family and irate people in 
the courtroom," Green said. 
A partition that was omitted 
from the plan which would 
provide such a corridor cost an 
extra $~,ooo. The committee 
assumed the judges could pass 
through the state's attorney's 
office to get to the courtroom on 
a temporary basis until the 
state's attorney is moved and 
the office is converted into 
judge's chambers. 
Green said he refused to go 
through the office because it is 
too cramped already and 
"we 've already got enough 
problems with the state's at· 
torney wandering all over as it 
is." 
The committee and the judge 
agreed that the real solution to 
the problem is to move the 
sta te 's a ttorney out now. but the 
committee said that the county 
would not be able to afford 
paying rent on an office this 
year. 
The committee moved to 
recommend that the board 
approve Scheme A, designed by 
Fischer-Stein Associates. That 
plan includes a partition to get 
the judge in and out of the 
courtroom without being seen 
and to elimnate the jury box in 
the east end courtroom. 
Committee member :\atalie 
Trimble voted against the 
motion, later saying. "Every 
person in this building has to 
make a compromise in lighting. 
space or heating. I see no 
reason why not one judge out of 
four could alternateh' make a 
compromise for three years." 
Trustee to set up informational panels 
By Vicki Olgeaty 
Starr Writer 
Student Trustee Sharon 
Hutcherson is looking for in-
formation from students. 
So she's establishing five 
committees composed of 
students to provide her with a 
base of information. 
"I'd like to have input from 
students directly involved in 
these five areas," Hutcherson 
said. "There are a lot of 
students out there who know a 
12.t more than ~ E(J_~h?ut some o.!., 
these areas. 
"The handicapped, for in-
stance. know better than I what 
problems they are having," she 
said. 
One committee, Ute Com-
mittee on Structural Access, 
will address that issue and 
review the structural plans of 
campus facilities. 
The Committee on Women's 
Safety will review campus 
lighting and present path and 
roadway plans. while the 
Committee on Athletic 
Programs will review male and 
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female athletic programs at 
SIU-C. 
The Committee on In-
stitutional Access will review 
student access to un-
dergraduate, graduate and 
professional programs. The 
Committee on Public Relations 
will create and distribute in-
formation to the student body. 
The public relations com-
mittee will also try to facilitate 
communication among students 
and local and state government 
bodies. she said 
"Students are concerned with 
lots of issues." Hutcherson said. 
"These five are the things that 
people expressed to me most 
often while I was campai@ning. 
to '~'!:i~o!!; !~g?e':~~f0t1!: 
issues adequately." 
She said she will work closely 
with the committees, especiaJly 
their chairmen. so that she can 
adequately express students' 
thoughts to the Board of 
Trustees. 
The committee members will 
define proble~s and determine 
possible solutions, and she said 
she would bring matters before 
the board where appropriate. 
"I'd \ike to get stUdents in-
volved in the policy·malting 
procedures of the board so that 
t!ley'U have an instrument 
linking them directly to it." 
"~utcherson said. 
Students who are interested in 
volunteering for a committee 
can caU Hutcherson at 536-2338 
at the Office of Student Life. 
Her office hours are 2: 30 to 5 
p.m. Monday. Wednesday and 
Friday. 
The American Tap 
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Opinion & Gommentary 
'Editorials---
Barney Clark 
By Robert Green 
Staff Writer 
When a retired dentist became the fITSt person to receive a 
man-made heart last December, the w,lrld stood in awe. 
High technology has been an integrJI part of the medkal 
world for many years, but the the artificial heart's sudden 
appearence was like science fiction come to life and seemed to 
usher in a brave new world in medicine. 
Barney Clark's worn-out heart was replaced with a 
gleaming plastic-and-aluminum device about the size of a fist. 
Plastic tubing connected his new heart to a 375-pound air 
compressor which kept the heart pumping for 112 days. He 
died last week of multi-organ system failure. 
During the controversial experiment the 62-year-old Clark 
battled pain, depression and medical setbacks. His last 
months of life were neither normal nor certain, but days 
before he died Clark said he had no regrets about the 
monumental operation. 
But is the artificial heart really a medical miracle, as media 
hoopla would suggest, or just a high-tech plaything for 
prestige-bungry doctors? 
After all, the artificial heart is only one facet of a much 
broader revolution in treating the nation's No.1 killer, heart 
disease. 
Sophisticated surgery from coronary bypass to heart 
transplants, new drugs and preventive therapies are all 
enabling more patients to live longer and feel better. 
About 165,000 Americans every year undergo coronary 
b}passes, and about 100 receive new hearts. Over 70 percent of 
the heart recipients survive more than one year, largely 
because of a new drug which helps prevent the body's immune 
system from rejecting the transplanted heart. Other new 
drugs are helping angina and hypertension. 
So who needs artificial hearts? People like Barney Clark, 
that's who. Clark's doctors knew that no mere drug or 
coronary bypass could help his swollen and weak heart. And a 
transplant was out of the question because of his age. For 
Clark the choice was simple: risk the device or die. 
For his own sake and for the sake of the thousands of 
Americans who studies say could benefit from an artificial 
heat. Clark chose precious but precarious life. 
Of course. the artificial heart has its drawbacks. In Clark's 
case the device worked perfectly, but long-term reliability has 
yet to be demonstrated. The cost of the current model is over 
$30.000 to install and more to maintain. and these costs may 
not be paid by health insurance or Medicare. 
Also. society \\ill have to make painful decisions on which 
patients should be allowed to get the device, and which must 
die. 
But every bold innovation has its drawbacks and its ethical 
considerations. With time, persistence and dedication, doctors 
will lead us. hopefully, into that brave new medical world. Led 
by courageous people like Barney Clark. 
Are you sick of ... 
Are you sick of the way things are run in Carbondale? Tired 
of the run-down condition of some off-eampus housing? 
Wondering what's up with the convention center and what the 
future of the amusement tax will be? Will the Halloween 
ce!~':'!'!!tl.;m become an extinct creature in Carbondale? Will 
there be a demise of student house parties? Will the Strip 
contirru~ tr be a blight? 
Want to be heard and want some answers? Well, this 
Thursday, March 31, students will have the opportunity to 
question the very people who will be in the position to give the 
~il. - the candidates for mayor and Carbondale City 
Beginning at 8 p.m. in Student Center Ballroom D, students 
will have the opportunity to submit questions and, it is hoped, 
hear some honest answers from the candidates. Sponsored by 
the Undergraduate Student Organization and the Student 
Programming Council the two mayoral candidates - Robert 
Crim and Councilwoman Helen Westberg - will both give 
opening statements, answer questions submitted by students 
and screened by a committee consisting of one (aculty 
member, one studt:nt and one member from the League of 
Women Voters, and give a closing statement. The eight 
coWlcil candidates will give an opening statement and par-
ticipate in an open (orum. 
There is a serious gap, caused by apathy and ignorance, 
betweeD the students and the general population in Car-
bondale. But not all college towns have this gap and Car-
bondale doesn't have to be this way either. Four out of five 
C')uncil seats are being contested in Carbondal~ and this could 
be the election that closes the gap between CIty government 
and the students. 
These ten people running for office want the student vote. 
Thursday evening, the students will have the o!)portunity to 
teU the candidates what the students want (rom them. 
Is American society what it scrawls? 
~ORRIS LIBRARY IS a 
house of knowledge but it is also 
home to some of the most ob-
scene graffiti at SIU-C - a 
disturbing irony indeed. 
But there is an abundance of 
graffiti that can be read here -
not only at Morris but campus-
wide. Restroom walls seem to 
be a natural forum for many 
students to express their 
political and philosophical 
views. 
Some graffiti are humorous -
one graffitio on a Lawson Hall 
restroom reads: "Job op-
portunities for Liberal Arts 
graduates; you can start by 
cleaning this john." Some are 
not. In the Communications 
~~i!~n~ o~e f~~~!~~n,re~<\11 
assassinate Reagan." 
Some graffiti expresses 
concern and optimism: "Stop' 
war. John Lennon :orever.' 
Other scribes convev a not-so-
optimistic view: "The trouble 
with America is that so many 
political jokes get elected." 
But it is the vicious remarks, 
and in some cases, the obscene 
drawings that accompany them 
that I am concerned about. 
AMERICAN GRAFFITI are 
by no means a soley American 
characteristic but what one can 




Malaysia where I was raised. 
Politicians seem to be a com· 
mon target of American graffiti 
writers while in Malaysian 
colleges, teachers, rather than 
politicians, are the ones who are 
most likely to be the subject of 
stinging oathroom barbs. And 
what political graffiti one does 
find in Malaysian seldom at-
tacks the personality and 
character of the politicians 
themselves. It is a rare instance 
where Malaysian students 
criticize politicians using 
vulgar language - a common 
practice here. 
Vulgar language and 
drawings are rare in all forms 
of graffiti in Malaysia. Much of 
the graffiti in SIU-C's restrooms 
are accompanied by obscene 
drawings which the Motion 
Picture Association of America 
might easily have rated XXX. 
One will find little. if any, of 
these crude, sexual drawings in 
Malaysian graffiti. What is 
disturbing about this obscene 
American graffiti. I think. is 
that is a mild indicator 
of the declining trend of 
morality here. Obscene graffiti 
is an abuse of the First 
Amendment. 
I ALSO FlSD disturbing the 
fact that some graffiti have 
become a war of words between 
American and international 
students. On one restroom wall 
at Neckers Building, the ex-
change Iii ql!jte harsh. The first 
graffito n:ad: "Foreigners go 
hom~ I :' The response: 
"Amencansare foreigners, too; 
This land belongs to the In-
dians! .. 
Graffiti is a reflection of 
society and it is likely that 
graffiti will be around as long as 
society is. Despite people's 
rejection of graffiti as a form of 
public speaking and free ex· 
pression. graffiti writers are 
still committed to the preser-
vation of their craft. One in-
scription on a Faner restroom 
wall proclaims: "They clean 
these walls to stop my pen. but 
the sAo-house poet strikes 
again." 
Filling students in on the board 
By Sharon Hutcherson 
Student Trustee. SIU Board of 
Trustees 
In order for the student body 
to participate in the policy 
making process of the Board o( 
Trustees and to cast an in-
formed vote for the student 
member of the board, I believe 
that pertinent information is 
necessary. I will therefore 
begin by answering the most 
frequently asked question 
regarding the Board of 
Trustees, which is, "Who are 
they and what do they do"? 
It has been my observation 
that perhaps nine out of 10 
students don't know anything 
about the board. Many don't 
know who the chancellor is. 
WHO: The Board of Trustees 
for the SIU System has nine 
members. Seven members are 
appointed by the Governor and 
two are .eleded, one (rom the 
Carbondale campus and one 
from the Edwanisville campus. 
Current appointea members: 
Harris Rowe is the chairman of 
the SIU Board of Trustees. He is 
chairman of the board and chief 
executive officer of an Illinois 
insurance company. 
A.D. Van Meter Jr., the vice 
chairman, is the president of an 
lllinois bank. 
Carol Kimmel, the secretary, 
is a housewife. 
William R. Norwood, the 
former chairman of the Board 
of Trustees, is an airline pilot. 
Ivan A. Elliott Jr., the 
chairman of the finance 
committee, is an attorney. 
CreteB.Harvey,is a member 
of the Architecture and Design 
Committee. 
George T. Wilkins Jr., a 
member of the Executive 
Committee, is a physican. 
Current elected members: 
John Rendleman, elected on the 
Edwardsville campus, is an 
undergraduate student. 
Sharon Hutcherson, elected 
on the Carbondale campus, is a 
second-year law student. 
WHA T: The Board of 
Trustees is ultimately 
responsible to the people of the 
State of Dlinois for every func-
tion of Southern Illinois 
University. The Board adopts 
policies that enable the SIU 
System and its constituent 
Universities to formulate and 
carry out their missions in a 
manner consonant with the best 
interests of the people of the 
State of Dlinois. 
WHEN: Board meetings are 
usually held on the Carbondale 
and Edwardsville campuses. 
The next meeting is scheduled 
for Thursday, April 14, in Ed-
wardsville. The meetings are 
open to the public and students 
are encouraged to attend. 
WHERE: The exact location 
of the Board of Trustees 
meetings is published in the 
campus newspapers prior to the 
meeting date. The meetings are 
usually held in the Student 
Centers. 
HOW: The Board of Trustees, 
by the majority vote of ap-
pointed members, either 
aprove or disapprove policy 
resolutions presf'nted on the 
agenda. Items must be placed 
on the agenda at least 14 days 
prior to the meeting date. To do 
so, one should contact the 
board's office in Colyer Hall or 
telephone 53&-3331. 
~----gv~mt----------______________ ~ 
Listen to what the world says about us 
By Robert J. McCormick 
AT THE RECENTLY 
CONCLUDED nonaligned 
meeting ill India, the United 
States was, once again, 
criticized for a multitude of 
sins, including that of "im-
perialism " . 
Certainly not all the 101 
nations which attended the 
nonaligned summit are rabid, 
anti-U .5. mongers. And no 
doubt, many of the 
declarations made con· 
cerning the United States 
were a result of festering 
grievances harbored by less 
than aU those present at the 
summit. 
Even so, Americans might 
want to ask themselve-. why 
they receive suct. op-
probrium from countr:es that 
have frequently been 
graciously bestow ~d with 
American aid, 10:IOS, and 
business investments? After 
all, have not thesf; countries 
benefited frem this 
economic attentic.n? What is 
wrong, then. With this so-
called nonaligned 
movement? Nothing. The 
declarations of the 
nonaligned group are simply 
a logical consequence of the 
current Ar.lerican presence 
overseas. 
SI!liCE WORLD WAR II. a 
spate of nations has 
emanated, most having beeTL 
carved out of old European 
colonial empires in Africa 
and Asia. To avoid floun· 
dering in the emergent post· 
war superpower political and 
economic conflict, these new 
nations,along with countries 
in Latin America and 
elsewhere, formed the 
nonaligned movement. 
One common factor among 
nations in this group was a 
level of economic develop-
ment usually well below that 
of the U.S. and Western 
Europe. Thus, aside from any 
other consideration, there 
existed a gaping economic 
dissonance between the West 
and the nonaligned 
movement. 
To partially compensate 
for the economic differences 
between the West and the less 
developed countries, and to 
create new markets for their 
own private investors, the 
West augmented funding for 
its foreign aid programs, 
which resulted in more 
Western involvement with 
the less developed countries. 
THE U.S. ZOOMED to the 
forefront of visibility over-
seas, overshadowing the 
individual countries of 
Western Europe, with its 
expanse of diplomatic per-
sonnel, Peace Corps volun-
teers, businessmen, military 
support, and media coverage. 
No other country can match 
this pervasive American 
presence abroad. 
And what is a common 
perception of Americans in 
the less developed countries? 
We are rich. We are often 
arrogant. We want to take 
raw materials from the 
poorer countries at a low 
cost, and in return, ship them 
inferior products at an 
exorbitant fee. And we 
Americans buyout or coerce 
government officials to get 
what we want. We care 
nothing about the people of a 
country. 
It does not matter that 
within many nonaligned 
countries, similar attitudes 
might exist between their 
own upper and lower classes. 
That is irrelevant. It is the 
U.S. which is identified with 
the privileged few within 
these countries, and in all too 
many cases, there is some 
truth in this association. 
PEACE CORPS 
VOLUNTEERS, perhaps 
among the more destitute of 
the United States' expatriot 
crowd, may be looked upon as 
spies. They ask how is it 
conceivable that an 
American has actually come 
to work as a volunteer? Yet. 
even Peace Corps volunteers 
receive more benefits than 
most ci!izens of the host 
country. 
U .S.businessmen, 
diplomats, and other ex· 
patriots will usually collect 
much higher salaries than 
their host country coun· 
terparts, and outside of a 
small, elitist circle of local 
officials and bUSinessmen, 
Americans usually have few 
contacts with indigenous 
residents. 
With our vast and con· 
spicuous presence in most 
nonaligned countries, we 
Americans are always on 
stage. Our actions will be 
judged for fairness, 
responsibility, and ef-
fectiveness, and the judging 
will not be from our point of 
view, but from theirs. What 
we perceive as our interests 
may not converge with those 
of other countries. But while 
most countries with contacts 
abroad are not in a position to 
challenge decisions made by 
a host country. the L' .5., with 
its worldwide network of 
economic and military ties 
does. to some degree. have 
the leverage to pressure 
foreign goverments. America 
could pressur~ these 
governments ecor.omically or 
militarily todowhat America 
wants. 
IT IS THIS U!liIQt:E 
position of power that has 
resulted in many of the anti-
U.S. diatribes. This reaction 
is only natural. 
Even within our ow~ 
country we scorn special 
privileges and fa vors as 
being Wlethical. Why should 
our attitudes be different for 
American actions overseas? 
Should we not consider more 
closely what our role is in the 
nonaligned coun tries? 
What Americans can do is 
look beyond the criticisms 
aimed at lE !Ond attempt to 
un~::!rstand why we are of tel: 
held in such 10'0\- esteem by 
the nonaligned movement. If 
we are a responsible country, 
then we have an obligation to 
listen - even if we do not like 
what we hear. 
We must strive to form a 
more viable, working 
relationship with other 
countrit.; - one not based 
purely on making a buck or 
protecting American in· 
terests, as is common today. 
Without this effort, we can 
expect more heated debate on 
the "imperialism" of the t'.S. 
and a much colder en-
vironment for our presence 
overseas. 
Editors ,,"ote: :\-Ir. :\ole-
formick is a resident of 
Grand Tower and has served 
as a legal aid attorney near 
:\texico and as a Peace Corps 
volunteer in Central Africa. 
-------------~tte~------------------------­
A sensible plan for the poverty-stricken 
A sensible plan has been 
developed to allow poverty· 
stricken, ghetto-living families 
to move into new homes and 
new jobs enabling them to pay 
for them. The plan is being so 
well received that federal and 
state officials have placed it on 
the front burner and smiling 
taxpayers are gathering wood 
for the fire. 
The plan. devised by Wayman 
Presley of Makanda, calls for 
using government loans to 
purchase large tracts of our 
unused land. Selected families 
would start constructing new 
homes in land1lcaped villages 
with some 50 families on them, 
with competent supervision. 
Each village would have 
recreation facilities and would 
take care of its own elderly. The 
surrounding hundreds of acres 
would raise many kinds of 
vegetables and produce. 
Southern slopes of the now 
useless, brush and rock-covered 
hillsides in Appalachia and the 
Ozarks could be used for solar 
houses to raise fish. shrimp, 
prawns and luscious grapes. 
Tons of surplus produce. 
fresh and full of vitamins, 
would be trucked to area cities 
to be sold by other former 
welfare people. 
Welfare checks would stop 
when families started to build 
their homes but all would 
continue to receive the same 
amounts as a loan. As profits 
come in from sale of produce, 
these monthly payments would 
decrease and profits divided 
among them according to how 
much they worked. From the 
first day they will become tax-
paying, self-supporting citizens 
paying for their homes and 
living in dignity. 
Presley points out that our 
government can't lose because 
it will have a mortgage on it aU 
WltiI paid for and everything 
wiIl increase in value as it is 
improved. He says inquiries in 
three states assure him that 
such families will welcome this 
opportWli~y. He points out that 
money spent for jobs under this 
program will continue to pay efi 
down through the years. -
Willadene Brown. JoO\·!'boro. 
Plan settlement, not laser beams 
--CV1eWpOmt What was President Reagan 
trying to achieve by announcing 
the possibility of a laser beam 
defensive system 20 years in the 
future? At this moment our 
government is negotiating with 
the Soviet Union for the 
reduction of nuclear arms. 
Trying to scare the Russians 
will only make them more 
resolute and unyielding. I can 
understand the president 
resisting the freeze movement 
to increase our bargaining 
power, but this latest decision 
may be premature and foolish. 
We absolutely must reach 
some kind of agreement with 
the Soviets if we want the 
nuclear nightmare to end. 
Reagan seems to think that will 
no longer be necessary. -
Martin LoUch, Senior, 
ProdUCtiOD Desiga. 
Herschel went for the gusto 
By Ellen K8lI 
Studen* Writer 
the polite "hands off' policy year? 
that has as yet kept college Those fat dollar signs are 
football players from making more and more sense 
You're a college hero. graduating into the all the time. 
You're the all-American. professional ranks? Your lawyer opens 
Heisman Trophy-winning Hmmm. You think about negotiations. Now there's no 
football player. You're the these questions. YOIl get turning back. You're in there. 
coach's star, the team's yourself a lawyer to in- the big leagues, and the 
fearless leader. Your name is vestigatethesequestions. But nation's sports eyes are on 
Herschel Walker. fame and fortune await. YOUBu' t Herschel, the people 
Draft-aid law unconstitutional 
Regarding the two front-page 
articles relating to the so called 
Solomon amendment: 
This amendment would 
require all male stu~ents to 
register for the selective ser-
vice system if they are to 
receive rmancial aid. 
SIU cannot begin to enforce 
this law (which is not a law yet> 
because a U.S. district court 
judge in Minnesota has issued a 
preliminary injuction against 
enforcement of this law. The 
court (among other violations) 
found that the Solomon 
amendment was a bill of at-
tainder, which is illegal ac-
Then you realize. Hey, I They taunt you, lure y~, 
cording to the constitutIon. could be making about $1.6 dangle their bigger-than-life say with accusing fingers. 
Quoting from the courts in- million a year for the next dollar signs ill front of your But Herschel, they say with 
juction: "It bears no three years. I could be doing eyes. You're the best, they angry fists. But Herschel, 
relationsh'P to bona fide the same job I know and love. l3ay. Why shouldn't you be they say with envious eyes. 
qualifications for educational only for a new pro league. I getting paid what you What about .. ? 
funding but instead appears to could be rich and famous, deserve? But it's hard to hear them 
be intended to reach the past doing what I do ~t. You listen to their seven- with all the cheering ill your 
act of registratiOD." But Herschel, coach Dooley digit logic. bead. You're the center of a 
at the University of Georgia Who has the right to multi-million dollar deal. 
Apparently the case ~ill. be says. But Herschel, the NFL prevent you from playing for Your wallet has suddenly 
appealed by the JustIce and the NCAA say. But the USFL, those big green grown big enough to fit those 
department, which means that Herschel, college coaches digits reason. It's your life, bigger-than-life bills, and you 
if the Supreme Court agrees to acroas the nation say. What your career. You're a big boy smile for the media cameras. 
hear it, the decision could be about your last year at now, it's your decision. Go for YOOJ' dream has come true, 
reversed. As it stands now, college? What about the the gutso; after aU, you stay Herschel Walker. 
though, the law is un- eligibility rules? What about on top for ooIy so long. Who And who can blame you for 
constitutional, Simon delay or L_~the~l!e:!n~tl~em~en~·s~li:!g!!reem==en:::t::.. _Im=ows~~wh:!::a::.t c:;:oul=d;:,;h::a~ppen=,;:in:.;a:;........;th=at;,,;? ________ ... not. - Briea Hay •• Carbaadale 
Daily Egyptian. Mardi 29. 1983, Page 5 
Govenunental agencies to aid fanners 
All SeofI".50 lush Hour 
------
Bv Michele Inman 
stan Writer 
Midwest farmers have been 
given the chance to speak out 
about the conservation 
techniques they use to control 
soil erosion. 
A faculty member at the SIU· 
C School of Agriculture is 
studying conservation practices 
farmers are using. how they 
evaluate conservation {'ractices 
and their evaluations of 
governmental agencies that 
endorse the practices. 
Steven Kraft. assistant 
professor in agribusiness 
economics. with Dick Essex. a 
political scientist at Northern 
Ilinois University, started the 
study in June 1982. Data from 
the study will be released in 
April. 
The study involves 700 far· 
mers at six Midwestern sites. 
The farmers were interviewed 
by local people such as 
schoolteachers, retired farmers 
and farmers' wives trained to 
do the interviewing, Kraft said. 
"The data will be used to try 
to develop new policies for state 
and feder&1 government 
agencies to control soil loss, " he 
said. . 
One program that may be 
affected, according to Kraft, is 
the Agricultural Conservation 
Program of the Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation 
Service, through which the 
government disperses money to 
county agencies to be used in 
establishing conservation 
practices and structures on 
farmers' land. 
Data will also be used to help 
the lcoal agencies. which make 
up a local board in each county. 
determine how to spend federal 
funds, he said. 
"American Farmland Trust 
Workshops will be set up in the 
Telethon turnout is record, 
almost twice last year's total 
By Jeff Wilkinson 
Staff Writer 
In their struggle to stay afloat 
in rough financial waters. 
WSIU·TV has been thrown a 
lifeline by the people in tht'ir 
viewing area. 
Over the 18 days of "Festival 
'83." WUSI·TV 'in Olnev and 
WSW-TV in Carbondale 
received more phone-in pledges 
than ever before and well ex· 
ceeded the $100.000 goal set by 
WSW·TV sta:ion manager 
Allan Pizza to. 
--We are extremely grateful 
for the support the residents of 
the Channel 8 and 16 \'iewing 
areas gave us throughout th(' 
telethon:' he said. "They came 
through in a way that exceeded 
our expectations." 
An average of $26.05 was 
donated by each of the 4.325 
\'iewers who phoned in pledges 
That adds up to a total of 
S112.650 receh'ed by the Friends 
of WSIl'·T\' for the 18 days of 
the telethon - almost twice as 
much as last \"ear's total of 
S68.000. . 
In addition to phone in 
pledges. the Friends received 
some $18.500 in pre-Festh'al 
membership renewals and gave 
a~ay over 300 EN Coppi T· 
shirts. 
Pizzato said the monev 
received through the telethon 
will have a direct effect on 
matching federal funds. But 
because of cutbacks by the 
Reagan administration. WSIU,: 
TONIGHT 
Retum of the Pink Panther 
7pm-both nights 
The PInk "anther Strikes Again 
9: I Spm.1oco1tl nliJI-
'1.50 eacft or S210r both 
TV will stm-receive less federal 
money than they did two years 
ago. 
The funds received will. 
however. be enough to maintain 
the stations present 
programming schedule -
programming that was in doubt 
before the Festival began. 
WSIli·TV and other Illinois 
stations did well. WILL-TV in 
Champaig!l exceeded their goa! 
by 9 percent. Pizzato ~did. But 
the trend did not run nationaily 
as the Public Broadcasting 
SYstem fell shor! of their $.15 
million goal. 
A donation oi $25 or more 
qualifies a donor for memo 
bership in the Friends of WSIU· 
TV and membership increased 
by some 67 -percent on the basis 
of phone-m pledges. The 
number of phone pledges 
received represents a 100 
percent increase. 
Contributions can still be 
made to the Broadcasting 
Sel'\'ice. Individuals interested 
in making a contribution should 
send checks payable to The 
Friends of WSIL'·WVSI - sYu 
I' ounaatlon and mall then; to:' 
WSlU-TV. Southern Illinois 
l;niyersity. Carbondale. Ill.. 
62901. 
VARIITV .... ,.~\ 
'tGH=~ 
TOMSEUECK ~--
DAaY 1 •• :a.:.J:tI ... · 
U~ . The OutsIders o II!!:I 
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study communities when the 
~~~~ti!~ ~nl~e~~d ~~ :~; 
local level," Kraft said. 
Recently, according to Kraft. 
the V.S. Department of 
Agriculture began targeting its 
funds for conservation to 
counties and areas that haVE: the 
greatest needs as measured by 
soil loss. In Illi!'ois, these 
counties include .Tackson, 
Perry. Franklir. and Randolph. 
"In our study we've included 
areas which are targeted and 
not targeted." he said. 
The study area includes 
Jackson County; Ha ywood 
Countv. Tenn.; Perry County. 
Mo.: • Grant County. Wis.; 
Warren and Marion Counties. 
Iowa; and Washington County. 
rolo. 
~'The counties wer~ selected 
Video 





on the basis of their diversity of 
agricultural structure, such as 
~~~:' I:~~~ti~~o~ rf:~t:k 
and crops. and land rental as 
opposed to land ownership and 
1m the basi!' of soil resources." 
Kraft sai~. 
Practices being implemented 
by the various communities tu 
control soil erosion include 
establishing terraces. Kraft 
said. which is a way of reducing 
the length of slope of the land. 
Other practices are the 
establishment and im· 
provement of permanent 
vegetative cover, grassed 
waterways to protect soil where 
wdter runs. no-till cropping. 
which is planting crops without 




AG R ICUL TURALISTS . 
You're Needed 
All Over the 
World. 
As!< ~e Corps VOlun~ wI'ly rh(>" ognculrure <X>gr~ or form 
bockgrClunCl1 ore needed 1/"1 devt>IOClng rX:lhon~ As!< mem how 
rh(>" knOwledge of crop~ I~ prOOUCTIOt'I form mechan'Q or 
~ng rT"II?moos heolp olievlore hunger IncrPOse ~I 
Income end devt>lop recMICOI SkIlls Theoy II rell you of rh(> 
rewcrds o! !e'e1"9 d"ecT rPSulrs of rh(>" effQrT5 Theoy II fell you 
~e Corps IS rh(> rClu9heost JOb you II E"Vef love 
I:\FO BOOTH: Apr 5 & Ii ~tud. etr. 
ff~[~~'U:"\!~.: \'ed, Apr 6 at 7prn in the 
Stu.l. Ctr., iol101Oed 1"1\" a rn€'€'ting "f 
REruR."\ED PEACE CORPS \'OIX:\TEERS at 8: 30prn. 
l~~l!-B.Y.1.E:-.:~: Thu!', Apr 7. Interested 
Sen iors 5 ign up in the Career PI ann in,.: 
Oii ice in Woody Hall. 
PEACE CORPS 
Interchurch Council sponsors 
unemployment survival course Hour.: M-Th 11.12 
.-Sa" .. , 
Sun '·11 By Duane Schombert 
Starr Writer 
Economic conditions have led 
to record unemployment levels 
nationwide as well as in 
Southern Illinois. 
Families are burdened by the 
uncertainties of the current 
employment picture and the 
stress of increasing debt. 
Fear of physical illnt'SS in the 
face of no insurance exists. 
Because oi these facts, 
something needs to be done 10 
ease the bura~n of this 
situation, according to Denis 
Junge, dotloral student in 
guidance and educational 
psychology . 
Therefore, the Carbondale 
Interchurch Council has 
organized a sUI"\'ivai course for 
the unemployed. These six 
sessions will meet every 
Tuesday, beginning March 29 at 
7 p.m., at SI. Francis Xavier 
Church, 303 S. Poplar SI 
"The lectures will teach 
people some necessary coping 
skills," JUnge said. "The loss of 
a job is very similar to other 
losses in life like divorce. A lot 
of grief occurs. So, skills need to 
be learned to ease that job 
loss." 
The first lecture discussing 
financial planning will include 
advice on budgeting. refinan-
cing, and unemyloyment 
benefits. The talk wil be given 
by Donald Shay, executive vice 
president of Carbondale 
University Bank. and Gilbert 
Zimbleman of the Jackson 
County Department of Public 
Aid. 
On April 5, personal resources 
and keeping a positive outlook 
about being unemployed will be 
discussed by the Rev. Craig 
Watls of the First Christian 
~~~:;s ~n:e JG~~~a~~: ~: 
Educational Psychology 
Department. 
Coping with stress will 
examined by Michael Altekruse 
of the Guidance and 
Educational Psychology 
Department, arId Jeannie Juliet 
of the Newman Center April 12. 
'Aging eye' topic of seminar, 
to be presented by city clinic 
"The Aging Eye" is the title 
of a three-part seminar to be 
presented by the Carbondale 
Clinic April 13. 20 and Z7. from 
i:30 to 9 p.m. each evening. at 
the clinic building. 
Topics to be covered include: 
minor eye infections; e),t'lid 
problems; the dry eye; 
cataracts; implant surgery; 
glaucoma; macular 
degeneration of aging and other 
retinal problems. 
The seminar will be led by Dr. 
Kenneth D. Hansen. M.D., J.D .. 
FCLM, director of 
ophthalmology at the Car-
bondale Clinic and clinical 
assistant professor of 
ophthalamic surgery at the SIU 
SChool of Medicine. 
The seminar is free. Lut pre-
registration is requested. 
Persons desiring to pre-
register may call Carol White, 
RN, 549-5361, extension 236. 
Wife of reputed Chicago crime b01l1l diell 
CHICAGO AP - Angela 
Aiuppa. wife of reputed Chicago 
crime syndicate boss Joseph 
"Joey the Doves" Aiuppa. has 
died at the age of 72. 
Mrs. Aiuppa died at 8 p.m. 
Saturday of natural causes at 
Oak Park Hosyital in suburban 
Oak Park. a spokesman there 
said. Hospital officials refused 
to identify her illness or say how 
long she had been hospitallzed. 
aball 
tournament 
Don't get ltuck behind the 8-balt 
Doubl •• lImlnatlon In the best 2 out of 5 gam ... 
The competition will take plac. Tuesday, March 
29 at 1:00 p.m. in the Recreation Games Area. 
Entry fee $2.00. 
lit Plac. $50.00 Unlv.rsity Bookltor. Gift C.rtificate. 
2nd Plac. $25.00 University Bookltore Gift C.rtificate. 
3rd Place $ 10.00 Univ.rsity Bookstore Gift C.rtificate. 
Sponscwed by Student Centwllec..atlon 
Health care advice will be given 
by Dr. David Smith of the 
Family Practice Center April 
19. 
Richard MOrris. director of 
Job Service in Carbondale. will 
discuss community resources 
April 26. The final lecture will 
be given by Barb Costello. 
placement counselor with the 
Office of Career Planning and 
Placement. She will discuss 
career counseling May 3. 
The lectm'es are free and 





Expressive artifacts and 
distinct gifts just In 
time for Easter! 
2.43 
4.19 
1.57 Black Label 6pkcans 
Andr. Champagn •• 
(White-Pink-Cold Duck) 150 ml 2.62 
6.43 lacardl Rum lit.r 
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Y ollth organizations honor Buzbee 
Spn. Kenneth v. Buzbee. D· 
58th district. was honored as 
\"outh advocate of the ,"ear b,· 
the Southern 'Illinois 
Association for Youth Sen'ices 
at a luncheon last week 
Buzbee·s support for 
legislation which strengthened 
current state ser\"ices to 
"hildren and created a syst('m 
of ser\"ice for adolescents 
('arn('d him th(' award 
presented Friday b~· :\ancy 
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33 Baker s 
need 2 wds 
,:)7 Conserve 
JE Er,dtng for 
sac.ro 
39 Jewel 
40 Water bc"ld~ 
j 1 SIlt.,. one 
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9 SIOce bac' 
1:l Wear 
11 Stew '''€'Igr-! 
, 2 QoaJ 0~ ~i(! 
'3 ....... ·~e,..c!"'ed 
2 1 0, SOml':' 
'::-'3""S 
23 U""ess 45 DISIOtne<j 
25 W~HIClsm 4 ~ Bakery .rem 
29 ""oIO,og 48 POSition 
3 ... "s raker 
30 Sea! 50 ~:'''e '! 
3 J !'tad1um 51 ;;el'T'lale 
32 HI\.!t'aways .~onster 
33 T"lnV~ 52 S!ammln 
34 H,'dgepodge Sam -
35 Po,j,-ay 53 Pare~ts 
36 C0SS<'t 54 ~10lher 01 
3 -; Dispersed POt'l"luiuS 
40 P'oDOse 55 COl" dISh 
4.2 Beverage S6 TOOlh 
43 iJnsear~ 6C PlayTh,ng 
Special Luncheon Menu 
Student Center Cafeteria 
lO:30am-l:30 pm 
Monday March 28. 1983 
Egg-Plant Parmesan 
Brown Rice 
Dinner Roil w/butter Sl.95 
Tuesday March 29. 1983 
Spinach Lasagna wI garlic bread 
Tossed Green Salad $2.10 
Wednesday March 30. 1983 
Lentil Loaf 
Stir Fried Vegetables 
Dessert 
Thursday March 31.1983 
Spinach &I Cheese Quiche 
Green Garden Salad 
Dinner RoU wI butter 
Friday April 1, 1983 
BakedFisb 
Parsley Buttered Potatoes 
Surprise Dessert 




illinoiS .\ssociation for Youth 
St'n'icl's Board. 
Buzbee was also honorE'd b\" 
th(' Illinois Collaboralion nn 
Youth and the Southern Illinois 
chapt('r of Ih(' Xalional 
.\ssociation of Social Workers 
{or his leadE'rship roll' in 
pro"iding for Illinois' children 
who are abused. neglt'Cll'd. 
runawa,· or othE'rwisl' in nf'l'd of 
protection ar.d sUpt'f\·lsion. said 
Peter Digrl'. Dl'puty .)irl'ctor of 
the Illinois Dl'partml'nl of 
Childr('n and Famih· SE'f\'icl's· 
Oil'islon of Youth 'and Com· 
munit\" S('f\·ires. 
Buzi>t>('·s distrit't. "hirh in· 
c1udl's Carbondale. rer\;'tH'S 
S313 million for human sen ice 
annuall\". morl' than double the 
amount' of tax ie\·ied in the 
district for that purpc::-e. The 
dollar amount represents 
sen·lces to children. thp <'Iderl\". 
the unemployed and to\\ ard 




STEREOS & AMPliFIERS 
TAPE DECKS/RADIOS: P.A:s 
BAND SOUND EQUIPMfNi 
prompt,courteous-expert 
All work Itua.ranteed! 
'1\gU~~ 
715 S.lIIinoisAve.lC-arbondale 
Phone 529-5501 Ask for Tim 
lOam-Spm' Mon - Sat 
•. '.O.UI- ..... "'HI'" ... to""'·.·· 10:00,,~ 
~T'.CI( ... "T f'£"''':''lJ1 ~~$P =.. .. : 7=30:;.t"l 
'»I~~ ':'> r" .... n_ ,,.. :asS'L!6 
Play today-cash tonight 
We Sell Tickets 
121 S.lIl1nol. ~ ,. .. ,122 
DAIL Y GAME, PltK .. , LOnO 
NOW OPEN TIL 7:00 EVERY NIGitTI 
THE GOLD 1I11E 
PIllA 
.11 S. Illinois 





with purchase of S-M·L Pizza 
1.0.'5 Required by All 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
(Does not start until jpm) 
529.4130 
j },"-tAU" .. p a,!" '1.00 
'2.00 
tlcket/: 
.rlVrN,.\,I ,,,kI! '.'''1 
.. r r,'.T ,',"lI ... 
7. "rtII'fI! -:w. 1.i ..u. ... '" '.1'.iVl ;i".~ :u..'''.6 .Vl.'.~ F'" ~I, ·• .. "'iIl:' • 
MOVE offers services 
through student a~tion 
Ry Usa Nichols the area. 
Staff Writer Joe Angelilln. MOVE's 
Many people believe that if 
you w.mt something done right. 
you have to do it vourself 
Volunteers working through the 
Mobilization of Volunteer Effort 
are doinF just that - giving of 
themselvd to help othf'r people 
and organizations. 
MOVE is a volunteer 
placement and service 
organization that works with 
SIU-C and the human and 
communily service agencies in 
Southern Illinois. :t is a 
Recognized Student 
Organization. is f::!lded bv the 
USO and the stale. and is 
located in the Student 
Development Office on the third 
floor of the Student Center. 
President Reagan has urged 
the media to give more al-
tenlion 10 "Ihe truly admirable 
things being done by Ihe 
American people." especiall" 
during National Voluntf:ei-
Week, April 1i-2:i. 
Because of the efforts of 
MOVE. there is no shortagf' of 
volunteer success stories at 
SIU-C. 
Through M0VF.. hundreds of 
SIU-C studentS and faculty 
participate in voluntf.'er ser-
vices on campus and in the 
community each semester. 
according to Kristin Berry, 
program coordinator. 
MOVE was described as "the 
most eHf'ctive volunteer 
program at a statf' universitv" 
by Kathlef'n Knox. director' of 
the Illinois Office of Voh: •• iary 
Citizf'n Participation. The 
IOVCP was established bv Co JV. 
James Thompson in 1980 to 
promote and coordi ate 
\'olunteer activities in the sl"le. 
Bf'rry was appointed to serve 
on thf' Advisory Council for the 
IOVCP by Thompson. 
- There are two basic com· 
ponents of MOVE. according to 
Berry. The first componf'nt is 
the Outreach program. which 
recruits and trains volunteers in 
communication. creativity and 
problem-solving skills. 
Outreach also places volunteers 






volunteer training coordinator. 
said Outreach helps the 
volunteer decide what kind of 
volunteer work he wants to do. 
Outreach works in conjunction 
with over 60 different agencies. 
ranging frolll day<'"arl' centf'r!' 
to senior citizen centers and 
drug rehabilitation programs to 
crisis intervention hotlines. 
Outreach trains and places 
about 400 students each 
semester. Angelillo said 
volunteers are asked to do a 
minimum of one or two hours of 
work f'ach week for one 
semester. 
Berry said that everyone 
involved in the Outreach 
program should benefit. The 
agencies get free help which is 
greatly needed in the present 
economic situation. and the 
volunteers gain on-the-job 
training and valuable ex-
perience. 
Some studellts may e,'en gain 
college credit througll their 
volunteer work. but that 
depends upon their major. 
Berry saie! 
The other component of 
MOVE is the spE'Cial project3 
division. which recruits 
volunteers to work on short-
term projects, especially fund-
raisers. Agencies which need to 
raise funds go to MOVE, and 
:\IOVE gets the volunteers and 
helps to organize the event. 
MOVE's largest special 
projects are blood drives. 
conducted each semester in 
conjunction with the American 
Red Cross. The drives are held 
in the Student Center 
ballrooms 
Berry said this spring's blood 
drive is following a M-A-8-H 
theme. with volunteers dressing 
as their favorite M·A-S·H 
charactors. Appropriately, the 
goal is to gf't ".077 pints of blood. 
The drIve is slated for April 
18-22. which coincides with 
National Volunteer Week. 
Berry said about 1.000 volun· 
teers will be needed for the 
driv~. but she is con£id~nt that 
she will have enough. II's not 
uncommon for the donors 
~emselves to offer to heip. ~ 
Oh. sure. we could cut 
OoJWn on the size. use 
artifiCial cheese, skimp 
on the items and then sell 
it two for one. But we 
just don't believe in doing 
business that way. 
For 0_ 20 years. Wf!/ve 
been making the best 
pizza we know how. and 
we'". been delivering it 
free. in 30 minutes or less. 
call us. tonight. 
r--------·------------·~ SI 11.00olfany18"pizza. One coupon per pizza. bpi ... : 5117/13 F'" F_ DeIIftry 616 E. walnut 
East Gate Plaza 
Phone: 4874711 
III ~11.m·3_ • daI~ ~CIt"f"'"*,,$2000 uml~deIt¥ery.,.. : . 28831/2910 
I) elW2_'_"'" L ____________________ ·_J 
While Supplies Last 
Clothes Pin Laundromat 
815.5. Illinois Ave. 
(Next to McDonald's) 
8:30-10:30 Daily 
Davis Auto Center 
Rt. 51.~ Creek Rd 549.3675 
• Tires 
Most American Cars MUfFLERS 












e Fair Prices 
e Fast Service 
*plus Installation 
*Most American cars 
GOROO'NDA"vIOSON 
Thursday, March 31. 8:00 p.m. 
$12.50, 11.00. 10.00 
PEERLESS 
STilL IILTID RADIAU 
PISS/D-13 ".47 
PI65/8OR13 Ml •• l 
PI15I75-13 MI." 
PI851751-1. M4.U 
PI9517511-14 , ...... 







Include led. Icbr • 
$39.95 $89.95 










H78-14 ... 00 
G78-15 '_.00 
H78-15 ' •• 00 
L78-lS Ml.00 
MUMMENS[HANZ 
"A GREAT EVENING IN THE THEATRE." 
N.Y Times 
Combining impeccable mime skills 
with wildly creative costumes. MUM-
MENSCHANZ creates a world that 
stretcbes the imagination and deligbts 
audiences of all ages. 
Thursda.y. April 7. 8:00 p.m. 
$9.50, 8.00, 7.00 
Leon 
~Qne 
Saturday, April 16, 8:00 p.m. 
$8.00,7.00 
(Cameral and ta re rd h'bited) 
Daily EgyptiaD. Mardl •• 1_. Page , 
Willie Nelson picks his guitar during one of the many soulful 
Show was fine display 
of vintage Willie Nelson 
Bv Debra Landis 
Siaff Writer 
It was the best 
Nelson. 
GR. Concertri----r-tl 
of Willie eVlew.· ~ I 
Willie Nelson and Family 
were at their finest Thursday 
~~hts~~enh:~ \:10~~:~ :~! 
Arena. .\bout 6.500 people at-
tended thi' concert. said Carole 
Smith. promotions director for 
the Arena. 
There was no warm-up band. 
At 8 p.m., as usual, some folks 
were still straggling into the 
".rena. But as the clock ticked to 
II: 15. people had found their 
seats: the main lights were shut 
off: and the spotlight directed to 
the stage. 
Willie appeared and a back-
drop of the Texas state nag was 
lowered into view. He picked up 
his guitar and the band started 
to play "Whiskey River." 
The audience roared its ap-
proval. 
Willie was clad in his usual 
garb - blue jeans. T-shirt and a 
bandanna tied headband·stv!e 
around his head. . 
White. blue and red spotlights 
were used. with white lights 
accenting a piano solo by 
Willie's sister. Bobbie, hal" 
monica playing by Mickey 
Raphael, and other per-
formance spots. Overall, the 
lighting was effective. 
Willie's music doesn't fit one 
genre - it·s a combination of 
country, blues. rock and gospel. 
All four were evident Thursday 
night. Willie's voice rose and 
fell with ease. always in time 
and tempo. 
The audience heard the 
pickin'. strummin' and singin' 
See SHOW, Page 11 
STEREO SALE 
3 DAYS ONLY 
ADC·IO I·BAND '59.' 
PER CHANNEL ONLY 
.lVC-KDD-10 NOW '109·' 




TURNTABLE NOW '7500 
TDKSA.to 
LOWEST EVER 
ONLY 12. •• _ • 
SONYMETAL TAPE 60 MIN. 
ONLY '1."_. 
WHISLER·270 Radar detector 
WAS '13'- NOW '79.' 
UIIY.. Personal Portable Co ... "~ Only 
_. ';MlYI,AST w/Headahones 
~ FM·CASSmE w/Heodphones 
SENNHEISH H£ADf'HONES HElIE TOOl 
'79·' 
• LIFt 
...,-., DON'T MISIOUTII 
UYITAWAY ~ 
. .. •. ,.. . 
91'" UNIVIItIm'C'DAU • "' .• 
SPRINGCLJARANCE 




Good tIuU March 30th 
-., . .,...,.,., 
Fra. Lunch Dellverla. 
· S' 11 .. 1:30 ' 549 .. 3366 . 











~ LOCATED S.W. CORNER OF THE ISLAND SOUTH OF NALDER STEREO ~ CAMPUS-CYCU 
'-.J 
MOCK "NEW MCAT" TEST 
Saturday, April 2, 1.13 
1:00 a.m.·':OO p.m~ 
Come to room 211, Wheeler Holl by 4:30 p.m. on 
Aprillst to pre· register for this test. 
There will be no fee required. 
No one will be admitted on April 2nd 
without the official admission form issued 
when you pre-register 
MIDPilIP 
School of Mecllclr .. 
SIU-C 
SHOW from Page 10 
that are th~ trademarks of 
Willie and hIS band. It was 
hasically an oldies but goodies 
mght, with the ~rforma~ce of 
all the songs earnmg an A In my 
gradebOOk. 
. Willie sang his mellow and 
tender renditions of "Stardust," 
"Blue Eyes Crying in the 
Rain," "Always on My Min~:' 
··ceorgia" and "Angel FlYing T;O Close to the Ground." In-
terspersed with those songs 
w('re the more raucous, foot 
stompin' tunes like "Whiskey 
River," "Bloody Mary Mor-
mng" and "If You've. Got}he 
)loney, I've Got the TIme. 
Willie also sang several songs 
from his 1975 album, "Red 
Hraded Stranger," including 
the classic "Amazing Grace," 
thr sweet "All of Me" and 
"'Iamas Don't Let Your Babies 
G~ow tJ'p to Be Cowbors .. :' 
··On the Road Again was 
performed about halfway 
through the concert. It brought 
most of the audience members 
to their feet. 
But, "On the Road Again" 
wasn t the only song which the 
audience appreciated. 
Several people lit cigarette 
lighters in the darkened Arena 
in l! symbolic show of approval 
for "Amazing Grace" and "You 
Were Always on My Mind." 
One can't talk about Willie's 
music without giving due credit 
to the other band members. 
Bobbie's fingers flew ac· 
cu~ately across the keyboard 
while she played. Guitarist Jodv 
Pavne's raspy voice seemed 
well suited to his vocal per-
formance of "Working Man 
Blues." Raphael's harmonica 
playing and Paul English's 
drum playing, like Willie's 
singing. harmonized with 
everything else. 
Toward the end of the show. 
~~fIfe ~:sd~n~~' f~~~r~~~ 
on stage. Wade is a talented 
fiddler, and he showed off his 
expertise while performing 
"Why Don't You Come Home, 
Bill Bailey?" among other 
tunes. 
Willie and Family performed 
their last nurr.ber about 10 p.m. 
But after several rounds of 
applause from the audience. 
Willie and Family, along with 
Ray. reappeared for an encore. 
The encore lasted about 20 
minutes and was as full of life as 
the previous two hours. Willie 
seemed genuinely appreciative 
of the aUdience's warm 
response. He made a half-eircle 
around the stage in an effort to 
acknowledge each section of the 
audience. He reached down and 
shook hands with a few people .. 
The actions seemed to be 
Willie's way of thanking the 
people for attending the con-
cert. 
When the concert was over, I 
left smiling and humming a few 
Willie tunes to myself. I 
probably wasn't alone. Willie 
and Family gave a sound 
performance. 
REO, WelL to play ball at Arena 
8\ .Io;\nn Marciszewski 
SPorl~ fo:ditor 
It's the week avid basketball 
'ans have been waiting for, the 
~'eek when some of ~e ~t 
plan'!'S in the country PIt their 
talents against f:ach other. 
The championship game of 
the :\ational Invitational 
Tournament will have fans 
nocking to New York City, a.s 
the\' will for the NCAA semi-
finals on Saturday and cham-
pIOnship game Monday night in 
:\l.~~du~~~~ethere's the game 
Thursday night. 
There won't be any Lancaster 
Gordons or Dereck Whit-
tenbergs in the line-up when 
these two teams take to the 
court at the Arena at 7 p.m., but 
there will be some well·known 
names when the band members 
of REO Speedwagon face off 
against the staff of WCIL-FM. 
Tickets cost $1.01, with 
proceeds gOing to the Harold 
McFarlin Heart Transplant 
Fund. 
They may not make their 
living playing basketball, but 
members of both teams take the 
game seriously. 
According to WCIL sport-
scaster Mike Reis, the WCIL 
Record breakers are ready for a 
tough game. 
"They're su{>posed to be 
really good," RelS said of REO. 
"I hope we can shut those guys 
off because I've heard they're 
pretty physical." 
"We'll look about as good a:; 
we can look," he said. "We're 
pretty handsome, we comb our 
hair, and we look good in our 
shorts." 
In regard to actual playing 
ability, WCIL has lost the one 
game it has played this season. 
but has "some guys who know 
what they're doing," according 
to Reis. 
Mike Trude, Dennis Lyle. 
Todd Manley and Mike 
Chylewski are some of the 
players leading the Record-
break~rs against REO's Kevin 
Cronin, Gary Richrath, Bruce 
HaU, Neil Doughty and Alan 
Gratzer. 
Sunday 
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Guam native is 'very proud' of island 
By Robert GreeD 
Stair Writer 
When Jillette Leon-Guerrero 
Guest speaks of her Pacific 
island home, it's easy to be 
transported to tropical Guam, 
the westernmost possession of 
the United States. 
A graduate student in an-
thropology. she is SIU-C's only 
student from Guam, and the 
picture she paints of island life 
~ms altogether idyllic. 
The weather. she says, is 
predictably gorgeous, with 
annual temperatures ranging 
from 76 to 86 degrees. Colorful 
nora and fauna abound on the 
island. and the wann Pacific 
provides Guamanians with 
plenty of seafood and 
recreation, she said. 
Although she has lived in 
numerous places throughout the 
world, Guest said she will 
always consider Guam to be her 
true home and she is eager to 
talk about her little-known 
Pacific paradise. 
"Like all Guamanians I am 
very proud of our island," said 
Guest, who graduated from the 
University of Guam with a B.A. 
in S:U:::r~~~ is shaped like 
a footprint and is 30 miles long 
and 9 miles wide at its widest 
point. About one third of Guam 
consists of military bases and 
the large U.S. military presence 
boosts the island's economy and 
provides native Guamanians 
with an abundance of jobs, 
Guest said. 
Poverty and unemployment 
are virtually nonexistant on 
Guam and the crime rate is 
very low compared to the 
mainland or Hawaii. she said. 
Inevitably. Guam's amenities 
have attracted many 
newcomers in recent years. 
"Besides the military, there's 
a large stateside population who 
have moved to Guam - mosUy 
teachers and professional 
people ... Guest said. "There are 
also many Filipinos and 
Chinese. but the majority of the 
po~~~~~i.onw~~ ~~1I0(~h~~'!~~ 
ancestrv. said that the 
Chamorro people were the 
earliest known settlers of 
Guam. The Spanish subjugated 
the Chamorros in the 16005 and 
ruled Guam until it was cap-
tured by the United States 
during the Spanish American 
War. 
The Japanese occupied Guam 
during World War II and Guest 
said Guamanians were treated 
harshly because of their loyalty 
to the United States. After the 
war, Guamanians were granted 
U.S. citizenship and were given 
a large degree of political 
autonomy, although the island 
is still ofricially an unin-
corporated territory of the 
United States. 
She said that native 
Guamanians and Americans 
have gotten along very well 
through the years. At a typical 
Guamanian village feast, which 
occurs almost weekly, people of 
various ancestries intermingle 
freely, she said. 
Guest said that while on 
Guam she worked as an ar-
cheologist and that her work 
and her studies have given her a 
good perspective of the island, 
its history and its people. 
She noted that tJ>e people of 
Guam and other Pacific isiands 
have always tried to live 
peacefully and they are 
becoming increasingly con-
cerned about the proliferation 
of nuclear weapons and waste in 
their otherwise untroubled 
region. 
W~~~dc~~e~er~n:cl:!~ :u~~ 
a very real concern," she said. 
"The Pacific Islanders have 
been victimized by the super-
powers' nuclear materials," 
Guest said that while in Guam 
she was active in the Marianas 
Alliance. a grassroots anti-
nuclear movement which she 
says is grOWing in strength in 
Micronesia. 
She referred to a recent 
Puzzle aRSWerS 
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JiUette Leon-Guerrero Guest 
report by the Pacific Con-
ference of Churches stating that 
since 1946 over 200 nuclear 
weapons have been exploded in 
the Paciric. These explosions, 
the report slates, have resulted 
in the evacuation of whole 
island populations and in 
medical problems resultlllg 
from radioactive faUout. 
The report, which was 
presented before the United 
Nations, also states that "there 
are probably more than 10.000 
nuclear warheads stored in the 
Pacific" at various island bases 
on ships and submarines. 
Guest said there are four 
nuclear weapons storage depots 
on Guam, which is only one 
tenth the size of Delaware. 
"The presence of these 
missles poses a great threat to 
Guam and Mit"ronesia," she 
said. "Not only because of the 
likelihood of accidents, but also 
because one third of the Soviet 
~::'~t n~ep~cifi~~,fOns are 
An immediate concern of 
islanders, she said, are the 
plans of the Japanese and U.S. 
governments to dump nuclear 
wastes in the waters north of the 
Mariana island chain. 
"You have to realize the 
importance of the ocean to 
islaraders," she said. "The 
ocean is an integral part of their 
culture and sustenance. To 
pollute it with radiation fallout 
and nuclear waste is a crime of 
TnT m'AUTlON 
SHCIALISTS SINe( Itll 
the highest order." 
She said many Pacific nations 
are beginning to voice concern 
about the nuclear issue. and the 
Republic of Belau recently 
initiated the world's first anti· 
nuclear constitution. 
Guest, who arrived from 
Guam in January, did not leave 
her concern about nuclear 
weapons behind. She recef!tly joined SIU-C's Mid-AmerIca 
Peace Project and was o~ of 'n 
Southern IIIinoisians who 
traveled to Washington. D.C. to 
participate in a nuclear freeze 
rally two weeks ago. 
"I'm adapting well. I think. 
but I really miss the ocean," she 
said. 
After "pm 529-201" 
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enowned SIU-C educator to retire 
Win ... 
\\'ritfor 
a good man really is hard to 
SIlf-C will be at a loss 
John King. chairman of 
he Department of Higher 
Education. retires in August. 
King. 69. has been at SIU-C 
since 1967. when he came here 
as a \'isiling professor and was 
asked to stay on as chairman of 
what was then the Department 
of Administration. 
President Albert Somit said. 
"John King has an ex-
traordinary record. Not only 
has he gained national 
recognition for th~ Department 
of Higher Educahon. but he IS 
also o~e of. the best speakers 
that thiS university has." 
King. fonner president of 
both Kansas State Teachers 
College at Emporia and the 
~Jniversity of Wyoming. was 
Involved in extensive research 
and developments which lead to 
the origination of many SIU-C 
grants. 
Most recently. he chaired an 
SIU·C commission on in-
tercollegiate athletics that 
prepared an extensive report 
and recommendations for the 
future of intercollegiate 
athletics at SIU-C. 
King went to Vietnam on a 
mission for the State Depart-
ment in 1968. assistmg thi.' three 
public and two prIvate 
universities there in developing 
their operating statutes. Later. 
in 1969. he consulted in Vietnam 
on a project to select a native 
educator of much potential to be 
trained at SIU-C - a progran. 
to develope Vietnamese for 
educational posts of high rank. 
He appointed a committee and 
sent them over to work on the 
project. 
nationally for his leadership in 
efforls to upgrade the teaching 
of mathematics and science. 
:~~ta~~sh~!~~!:~~ h~~~:~d;~~ 
campus. He continues to he 
arnJj~t~d with Jo:mporia hy 
remaining an honorary 
chairman for the national 
campaIgn to develope endowed 
funds for the colll"ge. "II's an $1\ 
million eampaign and we now 
have $6 million with a year left 
to J!o," said KinJ!. 
wilh him many mf!mt,rJf:1I tA 
Carhondale. 
"Sill IItudents Wf!lIr thl! 
weirdCllt cJOthL'!I in the world, 
hut they lIure can df' the nie.",t 
things," said King. "When thl!Y 
carried all those sandhasgl! In 
Kaskaskia, it lIhowL..:! jUl!t how 
much they are capabll" of." 
Commenting on the parent .. of 
SIU-C students, King said. 
"Their interest and loyalty 
towards this school ill a 
beautiful thing. Afwr the mLos,'! 
in the 'fill!!. I was worried ahrlllt 
their attitudes. But they stayed 
loyal to this school and have 
struggled for the resources for 
their sons and daughters to 
continue with their erJucation" 
High school singers au'arded 
He returned to Vietnam to 
work on the project after 
several of the committee 
members were killed in a plane 
crash. "Arter 1 set it up. the 
project lasted about 10 years 
and many teacher training 
programs were set up. But since 
the North Vietnamese took 
over. we don't realy know what 
is happening over there." he 
said. 
In 1961. King was appointed 
by President Kennedy as a 
member of the National 
Citizen's Advisory Committee 
on Vocational Rehabilitation 
and in 1964 was appointed to 
serve on the National Com-
mittee on Employment of the 
Handicapped by PreSident 
Johnson. 
"Mv wife and I t.ave con· 
sidered leaving Carbondale at 
various times. but we just can't 
bring ourselves to do so." he 
said and added that there IS 
always something happening in 
Carbondale and "vou never can 
tell just what it might be." 
The Freshman Chorus of 
Clrbondale Community High 
~chool East and the Chan· 
,,>nnaire Sophomore·Junior 
('horus of the Central Campus 
"f Carbondale Community High 
~chool participated in the 
Illinois High School Association 
~'I!O and Ensemble Contest held 
In Collinsville March 12 
Paniel C. Cross Sr. serves as 
tilr('ctor of both music groups. 
Those receiving perfect 
ratings were: Stacy Sm!th: 
l':lssandra Hughes: Joy Smith: 
TIHan ... Fare!: Dawn Baker and 
. -\nl!ie ·:\{t.;rray. all freshmen at 
the E~st Campus. 
Hon Tate and Raymond 
T ,)ne\'. students from Central 
Campus. also received perfect 
ratlOgs 
:,tudrnts from the Central 
l',H):pus earning a rating of I 
\\ Nt' :\Iatthew Thom{,son. 
K,'n\ a Passmore: Roslland 
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!l;ancv Kohl: Kim McWhortt'r 
ami Angela Walker. who also 
served as piano "ccOl~panist 
Other ratings of I for 
Women's Ensemble included 
Ernestine Haynes. Kim Morgan 
and Lucille Ward. 
Those obtaining ratings of II 
included Christina Tarr; 
'ramlliY Bahn; Tonya Fein· 
silver; Felicia Spearman: 
Angie Brown and Troy Kocher. 
Dale Smith is principal of the 
Central Campus. and Charles 
Warren is principal of the East 
Campus . 
During his first year at SIV -C. 
he was a representative to the 
V.S National Commission for 
the United Nations Educational. 
Scientific and Cultural 
Organization. I.e was one of 
the first three recipients of the 
Distinguished Alumnus 
Citations awarded by North 
Texas University in 1965 for his 
help in providing higher 
educational opportunities to 
physically handicapped 
students. 
During his tenure at Em-
Doria. he was recognized 
Born in Oklahoma City. King 
received his bachelor's degree 
in 1932 from :'>Iorth Texas State 
Universitv. his master's degree 
in 19.17 Ciom the l:niversity of 
Arkansas and hiS doctorate in 
1941 from Cornell University 
After his years 10 the 
department. he has a record oC 
having approximately 150 to 200 
former students become top 
level administrators in highl'r 
education. including 40 to 51) 
from SJV-C. 
When the day ~f retirement 
comes in August. King will take 
Remind You 
As for his plans. one of the 
things on his agenda will be a 
project for his grandchildren 
"I want to create a small 
business that they can work at. 
to work their way through 
college." he said. He is not qUite 
sure what type of business. but 
John King is open ror 
suggestions. 
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~~i!'W::'~ ~HJ!d i"!8 ~ 
$250 .. 74 Ford Pinto Wagon. 4 
~f~~er $225. can 54~5~LWs 




~~~f:.to body. $150 or ~~~ 
'53 CHEV"Y, GOOD ccmditiOll. 
Power Glide, 6 cylinder. $500.00 
O.B. O. 54!H!168. 9076Aal23 
~:~~I E~~~". ~:rP. ~:4. 
excellent. A-C. new paint. 110 ru~L 
549-5888 after 5: 30 p.m. 908OAaI30 
OWNER MUST SELL: 1980 
Chevette, 2-door. 1976 Maverick. 4-
~~~et~;~~:~~[.aJ::f~~d. 1976 
9121AaI29 
1975 FORD GRENADA 6 cylinder. 
SSOO. O. B. O. 549-0444. 9124Aal24 
:;drJI~~~:K~~W~l~':iJ:t 
AM-FM-cassette. Call 453-4684, 
453-3615. 911;6Aal27 
MUST SELL' 72 Chevy Imp:tla. 2 
door, runs great. S5OO.oo O. B. O. 
684-5219 after 5 or weekends. 
9143Aal26 
'76 SUBARU. $500. can after 3 p.m. 
529-5396. 9148Aal25 
~~~!1~ ~,.~~, ":Il 
8485. 9149Aal23 
19'71 CHRYSLER, LOADED, all 
electric, rear defrost, brocade 
~ble.~~l.mil~90~~~ 
'72 IMPALA 4-DOOR. beater, good 
TIIIlDer, fast. $300 or best offer. Call 
451-2435. 9175Aal26 
'80 DODGE CHALLENGER, must 
sell. 1-942-3280 after 7:00 ~i~Aa128 
_ 1981 VOLVO TURBO, 20.000 miles 
~tras. excellent ~:'l~r;s 
1!t/3 VW WITH Continental hood " ='J:_~:::: ~~~. 
19730PELG. T. averageconditioo :ir.d. 25mpg. '1750. ~
I Motorcycl .. I SELLING PIONEER RECEIVER, 80 watt channel, ~ker HPM-«I, Technics turntatile and Pentax 
1978 HONDA HAWK, excellent I ~tamatic 35 mm camera. 906 W. 
condition. Many extras, very clean I. cDaniel. 549-4795. 8757Agl25 
bike! Before 4pm. 549-8135. 
B9101Acl28 
1975 YAMAHA 650 cc. Good COli- TDK SA '0'' S2.50 
dilion. $7000. B. O. 549-0444. AD' QUIDtiC. willie 9125Acl24 
.....,l1l1I 
1976 YAMAHA 500 Enduro '550. tree T· ... lrt wltll 19':!cl Honda XR250 $700. 1975 
Yamaha 650 $900. Call529-44i19. 50 or ...... 9161Acl23 
,te.·. !lectrODla 
HONDA 750 GOOD condition, great 54'-4IJJ :.mer trans~tion. ~:ti3 (Nat to ,leu UworsJ 
i980 SUZUKI GS850 mint -:!In· L .... ,. ... "III 
dition. Full Vetter Fairillf' 
bf!Ckrest\.J lugg:cfe rne. 
driveshaf j.-t tun . . $2600. 529- STEREO 3745. Jim. ave number. 9179Ac141 
1973 HONDA CB-'5O. Good con· 
I REPAIR tb~;,'zg.~.~~Oo ~ra~t.extras. 9195Acl27 I 
INSURANCE we fix 
I 
stereos & amplifiers 
Low Motorcycle ..... tap. decks/radios/ 
"lie 
.................... PA's, Band Sound 
................. & ... Equipment. All Work 
AYALA INSURANCE Guaranteed 
457-412J 1JftftIPbtl> 
R_I Estate 457-0375 549·1508 
~~~h :'C~\\~r~by!:or~U::iiW,i~g, i 921 E. Main 715 S. University 
=~~~ ~~~.SIU, ~~~~~I· 
......... 1. 
GREAT STARTER HOME no Over 1.000,000 _ repalrM. 7 
closing costsl witb low down ,... ~ In Quallty._ ~kT;:tSi~~:'co~pl~~~~ rwpoIr from Cratt.man In electronics 
B8998Adl35 ....................... 
___ .... __ 1 
ACREAGE NEAR ALTO Pass. 10 11JK . to 60 acres. 1-893-2900 or 1-893-2340, or weekdays, 536-20lI0. B9105Adl38 
5 ROOM HOUSE for sale, Car- IA-at'I.M .... bondale, very nice, '23,000. Call 
Ray. 54!Hi589 or 536-3375. 909OAdl30 
I CHARMING 3 BEDROOM ranch We buy, .. ,' and trade home. 1 car garage, fireplace. used .tereoequlpment 
sc:n-<!ned in ~rch. C ose to Law ............ Schoal.. 4ft7-7. 9206AdJU. \ 549·1501 715 S. Unlvenlty 
Mobil. Ho ..... I CASH 12x60 WITH 7x24 expando. COs. ~~~:?f:r~~~mon~Mg:~o:: I I w.IMoy ............... -.. than a 14 wide. Set up and ready to 
move into. Perfect for young --~ ....... 
~~~~. !.r:~naJ·~'?tional buy ........ _ ....... ~r  AUOa 
B8894Ael25 W.~.fuI.i ......... tnZ 
BEST VALUES IN Southern 
1lDIO .... _ ............. 
...--............. -minois. :Ox50 S3OOO. IOx50 with c-a 
.lYC.1ItONIIII. '''tIC. AIl"I, $3500. 12x60 with c-a $6000. All 
thn!e are in near P"'rlect coll'1ition, ~........ 
with new carget throu~out. Autlltt ........... 
Prices include ree moveiri lock 1 ... 111. "we. ......... , ~~~e!~~ o:~~:SO ah~l~ 
p.m. B8893Ae125 
1m TWO BEDROOM, well k~t, Sale 
central air. shed, furnished. Mllst 
Commodore 64 see. Call 529-1753, .ave message. 9106Ael29 
only 1495 MIIC.llaneou. 
.. SP:DER WEB". BUY and sell wlthpurcha .. 
\lied furniture and antiques. South of dl.k drlv. 
011 Old 51. 549-lm. 8855Af130 
2 IBM MODEL C typewriters in CUm.rrm S?H:~RU5TS excellent condition. '150. Just 
checked by service representative. 
52!H534. 9152Afl26 529-4800 126 S. Illinois 
FORSALE: TWO tiC~ Children 
~~ God. Th. ~~~ Pet. & Suppll .. 
FULL SIZED SOFA-BED less than ASUARIUMS. MURPH'!S~ORO. 
I-year old. Plaid. In excellent T O~ICAL rls~~mall ammals 
condition. $250. O. B. O. Call 549- I ~d birds. Also, and Clit su~ 
0559. 9225Af129 ~l:~ckman s ., ~~25' 
JEN!"IY'S ANTIQUES .. USED I AKC REGISTERED MINITURE 
Furniture. Carbondale. Buy and I 
sell. Old Route 13 west. Tum !Outb Schnauzers, $50. Two males. 10 
Midland Inn Tavern, ~3 miles. weeksold, 1-993-2314after5~. 
549-4978. 197 Af142 913 124 
~:k~EAllAI::'rs.u.:nrpritg Electronla registration. $125. call4!i7-6186. SANYO 21116 STERO receiVei', 16 9158AhI2S 
watts per C..'UUlllel. '125. ~l=i25 Blcycl .. 
. TEAC 3340 REEL·TO-REEL MEN'S SCHWINN LETOUR 23'; 
1973 DODGE DART. BO~ im 
~~~~~anicallY :&2::~ ., .... ..,.., :c """. Vm; -condition. C 349-5268. 921 AjI24 
- _~iV;!,-:,!:,-. l~t~~W~b:fie~~ ~I\(lable. $500- t. O:~::rri 
I 
frame, lights, fenders, water 
bottle. nci. st:iers, toe clip'! and 
straru, han lebar end Shifters, 
!I"'" ires, 457-21115. 9085Ai128 
WARDS·3 SPEED, 26" frame, I _I,.. •• WS".OOmo. ~ts, fenden. $35 or best offer. 
.Ie 13" Zen""I289.00 ll5496124. 91i4Ai\29 
I,.. Zenlltl $349.99 I~EED RALEIGH Grand Prix T. V. Itepal,. free .. tt_·~. 1m CHE'Ti NOVA· 6 cylinder -I 
Perfect condition· 3 speed Must 
-1oapprec:iate.4S7-541;i lIAaI42 1.1:1I0I0 ______ .-..... _ •• ,:e .. buy T.V.swortling ':'~_ ~afJ:n~~I~~~.dta~~:'~~ 9217Ai124 




OLYMPUS OM-I, 3Smm Camera. 
plus 4 Zuiko lenses, 549-1710. 
S5OO.oo. 9053Ajl25 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Single 
bedroom apart.ments from $240 10 
$275 per montlt-includes utilities. 
Garden space available. call H11I5· 
2814 after 6:00 p.m. 9222Bal37 
4 BEDROOM DELUXE lIpartment 
MUllcal ;:;;o~~~~r~ii~~~D.a-~e!~~e\'1:::iis 
MICROPHONES, STANDS, EQ'S, June I. 404 W. Mill. S660 per 
effects, for sale or rent. complete month. 5.1382. 89194Bal42 
~~d system. Sound C9'11~ THREE BEDROOM, FUR. s 4 
FOR RENT 
NISHED house for three .or ~our. 
I '-'z miles from CommumcatlC!M 






FALL, SUMMER RENTALS. 
~~ff:f~~~o,A~,::.s n~:. 
Display open 10:30-5:30 dal~ 
2 187. B88Ir1BaI29 
CARBONDALE DISCOUNT 
HOUSING. 1 bedroom furnished 
apartment, 2 bedroom fumisiJed 
~:~:~ J~=1at~~ct! 
Inn 011 Old Rt. 13 west. call 684-
4 145. B8906BaI32 
SUMMER, FALL-SPRING, 3 
bedroom, 2 bedroom. erficien9'. 5 
bedroom bouse, all one block from 
::: Starting at 'IW3an:~ 
THREE BEDROOM APART-
=~r:: f~~~tJ:.r 
I 539. B9000BaI35 
CARBONDALE. 2 BEDROOM, 
close to campus, fresh paint, good 
rv~~~\.O::31~.I~~~~nth. 
9OIIOBa124 
SUMMER SUBLET. 5-15 through 
IH5, negotia'Jle. Large, 2-bdmi. 
flat, across from campus, Mill 
:;rea. ~=~~.:=~ed, 
9058BaI23 
GARDEN PARK ACRES, 60'7 E. 
Park Ave. 9 or 12 m;:;l:t~ leases. 





Managers. 549-21621. 90=1; 
COBDEN, TWO HUGE bedrooms 
and study. 2O-min 10 cam~s, ride 
~~¥fo~~l~~~~~ctive 
89102Ba123 
SUMMER ,SUBLEASE FOR 2, 3, 4 
people. EI~tric, !lir conlitioned, 
~ii&T!s~~~~.<!d. Low 9~~1~ 
LIVE EASILY NEXT door to 




throUgh summer. 549-~i46Ba13O 
EFFICIEN~Y APARTMENTS 
FOR rent. Lincoln Village Apts. 
Close to campus. 'ISO-month. 
~iet. serious sludents preferred. 
one 5't!Hl99O aftet' 3:00fi:BaI25 
LOVELY TWO BEDROOMS. 
Unfurnished or furnished. Air. 
ca.:;rating , cable. Available hn-
~J~~y. AlSG June rs1:'~ti 
~NE AND TWO bedrooms, car-
~~:f.' f~'::b~o I!!~ w~~~ 





ONE BEDROOM APTS. carpeted, furnishe~ clean, '1(15-'175 gS!' 




Apartment. Summer Fall 
EHlclency $110 $.45 
Ildrm. $1..0 $185 
2ldrm. $200 $300 
Alia available 2 adrm. 
Mobile Hom .. , 10 • 50 to 
12.60. 
$95· $130 Mo. Summer 
$110 - $155 Mo. Fall 
All locotlonl Fum.. a/c, 





Chat ...... Ap'" 
'oca~ corner of Tower Rd. 
• Chot. Large 2·Bedroom, 
A.C •• Carpet, Paneled. Ideal 
for 2 or ;) people. $300 
lummer-$325 fall. 
..... ..... lreAp ... 
2 Bedroom fuml.hed, A.C. 
WafA to campua. S300 summer 
S335fall. 
.. W. ,..In .. 11 .. 1 ... 
1-3 Bedroom for 3 people 
Flreploce 
1.000 sq. ft.-$33Ci 
1-2 Bedroom for 2 or 3 
people. Paneled. A.C .• 
carpet 
S320 
1-Unique' Bedroom with 
fireploc......u.t5 . 
......nV.11ey Aph. 
Large Luxury 2 Bedroom 




1 Large Luxurloua 2 bedroom 
with fireplace, utility room, 
ICreened porch. 
$400 monthly 
WRIGHT .. AL ISTAR 
ANDAPPIIAIIAL 
M4ftWoMAIN Ll1J 52t.'.' 
NTS 
SlU.......-Ifor 
oop ............ and up 
NOW IIINJING POll 
lUMMI. & .ALL 
Featuring: EffIcIencI ... 213 bd. 
SpIlt '--' op ... 
With: SwI"",,!"9 pool 
"'1, c;onct.tIonlng 
Wall ....... 1I carpettng 
holly fumlshed 




VERY QOSE TO CAMPUS 




SHOW ........ IITMENTS 
Mon .• Weds .. Fri .. 
I.5pm 
Sot .• ll.2pm 
part .... nt. 
REE MALES OR 1_ needed 10 
blease apartment for Summer ii CaD Tom at 453-3420. 
1201Ba1%7 
'BLET FOR SUMMER (also 
ailable for Fall>. 1 bedroom 
furnished or partly furnished 
artmeat. Close to camJll!s. $225-
onth including utilities. CaD 54&-




Now Ioklng s.nn-. Fall and Spring 
contradllor etfIc:lenc .... 1 bedroom 
and 2 bed_ CIf". 3 ......... !rom 
Campus.No ...... 
....................... 
., ............ ty 
•• ,.., .... 1iI .. 
Now Renting lor Sum ....... Fall and 
Spring. Efflclencel and 1 bedr_ 
ap" .• (3 ...... laundry focillti ... 
..,..... 
(2 bIb. !rom Campue) 
.,. .. -.wt .... 
........... ,.., 
Hou ... I 
RENTING HOUSE, SUMMER, I 
NICE THREE BEDROOM two 
baths .. Next to campus. Ct'nlnl 1-1 EXTRA NiCE TWO and three 
c.Avallablefall. !l/l)pets.457-S266. bedroom. Summer and fall. CaU 
:-:-:--____ --=B:.:,9134BbI4O 549-5596 after 5 p.m. B8987Bc126 
N'f'E TWO BF.OROr.M h 6 WEEKS FREE reat l Sublease S2i5. Also three 'be~ ouse. ~ril2, 2 bedroom. funiished. CaD 
Nice neii:borhood. Availat!'~:.;· 
54&-3930 urk. 91BOBbl2& 
=~~~~~ = t,r:~hree Some in country. 457.as6 529-1~: 
9182Bb141 
NICE THREE BEDROOM Carico St~~t, partly furnished: cheap 
utlbttes, S33~summer S395-fal 
549-2258. . 92148bl27 
RENTIl';G NOW FOR Summer 
and Fall~ 9 nice houses throughout ~ab:~:'e~I~r duJ:~r,'~eall 45~~t 
4334 between 10:00 a.m .• 12:00 
noon. B9192Bb142 
NEWLY REMODELED house for ~mmer sublease. Unfurnished, ~:£.l~;~~~~~:ingrocery 
-
9196Bbl26 
Now .... 'Ing for foil and Summer: 
"""- clOM 10 campus. 9 bedr_: 
3OIW. Cherry. 7 bedroom: 405 
....... 512 ....... 5~: 
~2073. 9082Bcl23 
CLEAN COUNTRY LIVING. CI 
to Crab Orch .. ~d Lake. Two 
~Ji=, :ey~i::ai:t~::il l~:~ 
ose 
month includes water, trash 
~~a~r.~.!n~~w~~:i=~c~ 
549-3002 after 5 p.ill. B9039Bcl38 
SlQO.MONTH . BARGAIN RATE 
for economical 1 "2 bedroom. Rent 
::::~~~~. Quiet. p~~\cro 38 
NEWLY REMODELED, l2XtiO 
~s~J>~~r~~r.!~£~e!n~ti~~ 
=~~~~~oa~f!~ ~~~e'iJ.~~ 
after 4:00 p.m. 89086Bc1 28 
Y CARBONDALE. COMPLETEL 
FURNISHED.. New carpet. 
natural gas. Clean. 2 bedrooms. 
Available now. Some utilities. Only 
S125! Rent now or reserve for 
Fall. 549-3850. 9136Bc12 
~ICE ONE·BEDROOM. fur· 




anS Internationals welcome. 529-
3833. !l178Bdl%7 
Roommat •• 
NICE LARGE HOUSE one IIlock 
from campus. Porch. fireplace ~J~~hens. NOlHJmok::OB~l~ 
FEMALE GRAD. WA.....-rED for I :t:g!~o~r ~&:W~~t~~uiet. 
9035Be!25 
ROOMMATE NEF.DED. MALE· I 
FEMALE. 4 t-:!rwm house, quiet 
neighborhood, lots of storage. SIlS-
month. Rick 457-4265. 9079Bel23 I 
ONE GiRL NFEDING two 
roommates. for re.11 posh. three 
bedroom house. Alre3dl have one I ~~:'c:.~ J:~~~ ~!:J'1leI~ 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED I l:~::~~Af::~~'¥l:~ be:: i 
HANDYMAN NEEDED, IN el(-
change for rent. M~t be willing to 
wc:e\ar~'in=~c:.~JI'::~~ & appointment. 9131C124 
SERIOUS BASSIST NEEDED for 
Southern and Country rock band. 
Must have own ~ipment, vocals 
;:.t~:i .to:na~~: C:f~f2: 
~~'1oo~~~NOW s':eA~S 
trainees for management 
t:itions. A~ly in~: 11am . &~~~i:. y's 60 S. B~i~<?li~ 
SECR!:TARY. SELF. 
MOTIVATED STUDENT worker 
needed to manage departmental 
office. Must type at least SO wpm 
~~~k~f~ksmo::;8a'\3:. a~~li~g~: 
Control Department, 536-7511. Ask 
for Cyethia. 9187CI26 
PEER COUNSELOR STUDENT 
~~!~i~'is:. JJ'o~iaka~u~~I°t.'i;:: "~"ings avaiiabCe for Fall 1984. A 
n!IDlmUm oi 2.5 G. P. A. 
ff,quired. Juniors. seniors and 
~;~U:I~gy~t:!:~~~W;k. ~J'~::S 
sCIences ~rferred. Students in 
fall option, 3 bedroom, fireplace, 
~ln~!1. n;.;:..fJt.ce. 906 :5sB~SS 
SUMMER, FALL, NICE, close 
campus. 1 Ihrough 5 bedrooms, 
~u~~ed, no pets. !;4~~'~30 
CARBONDALE DISCOUNT 
«T1W. Cherry. 3OOE. College. 509 
1 
._li .... 503 w. Coilev-. :2011 
........ taI Dr .. 212 Hoepilal Dr ... bed. 
-: .. 10 S. Aeh. 507 S. Ifoys. 303 
S. Farreet. 505 S ........ 1 •. 402 W. 
Oak. OW. (701 •. 311 W. Cherry. 
:t0901erry. 505 Oak. 501 ....... Idge. 
209W. Cherry. 61 .. S. L .... n. 3 bed-
_: 306 W. c.......,. 408 S. Alh. 
rushed. Near ca~. Available 
summer or. fall. uiet location. 
~~~~. effIcient. or'j1'gr5~B~::O 
'lW0 BEDROOM FURNISHED. 
Air, natural.las 2 blocks behind Umversit~ al\' 6 blocks from 
~~&u3t·rou:h~~in:~~9-~. a 
________ 9097Bel23 
NEEDED. 3rd female roommate 
for 3 bedroom house. 83-84 SChool 
~~~~~ ~~I~I~~fi9' 
FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR two 
bedroom apt. SI40-month. 457·7755 
or 549-1935. 9160BeI25 
~~:I~=a=~: a~~~~ 
Ablhty to relate to a diverse 
student popul~lion a~ willingness 
~sr~~'if~m~~~~~r~em~fJ:li~~ 
to succeed in college needed. 
Applicatioo forms are available in 
§~~~i~~~~ 0\vs~~al ~~HP0p'it6e 
Complete a~callon forms must 
HOUSING. 2 bedroom furnished 
house. 3 bedroom furnished house, 
4 bedroom furnished house, abo 
~~:!~:I~ &:~ .. la T~~~ ~,~tR~ 
13 west. caU684-4145. B8909Bbl32 
CARBONDALE DISCOUNT 
~.?u~;I~~d 3 2be~ f~~~:::~ 
~~bs~f:te'i;r~~~~ ~~~:: 
4145. B8927Bbl33 
GREAT 3 BEDROOM house for 
summer fUS 2 bedrooms open for 
fall.502 . prolar,2 blocks from 
~~&~tle. 54~~hed, 8969tf~~ 
HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you 
find a rental' For free service call 
529·5252. Division of Diederich 
Real Estate. B8979Bbl35 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, 
behind Recreation Cer:ter. Rent for 
Sll1Imer and fall. Furnished. 529-
1539. B8999Bbl35 
CARBONDALE. 4 BEDROOM, ac, 
washer-dryer. nice l'ard S44iO per fu~~~J.u1~~~bor~1h~2~· 
THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
house near Recreation building. 
t:tllities included. Summer and 
fall. 1·985-6947. 8904OBbl37 
l.ARGE HOUSE, SUBLEASE for 
~~Immer. S90-month for double, S65 
TCn~~t~ s~l~~cludes ~~~:i7 
SPECIAL BONUS! QUALITY 
housing. Likely the best you wiD 
see. 2. 3. and 4 bedrooms, newly 
remodeled. hardwood floors, 
~~th~~u1~~~fee~~~~i Wi~ prepayment of COI\trac~ 549-
3973. 9019ubl37 
FOUR·FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE. 
I~ block from campus. Rent 
=~~e. 529-5622. Summer only. 
I 
, 
411 E. F,""",". 515 S. Logon. 504 
•. AshI2. 2 bedroom: 4Q4'1t S. Unl. 
~. 31 I W. o-ry.;w)l N. Sprtngw. 
504 S. Hoys. I bed_: 406 S. Unl. 
...... 1'1'. 504 S. Alh I'. 4 and 5. 334 
w. wolnut. " you don't In._ ...... 
coli. W_ how more. 529.1012. 
9147Bcl30 
NOW RENTING 12 iI 14 Wide 
mobile homes. 2·bedroom. a·c ~WJl~~~8~~;1J¥~~6Naofl:ts~ 
p.m. 9151 Bcl40 
'lW()'BEDROOM, NICELY fur-
summer or fall. uiet location. 
I 
NEED ONE OR two people to 
sUbl.eas~ furnished trailer for 
~::l~~arku~~~r;~~tia~l~i'th.)~ 
Jarune 529-5995. 9168Be 126 
nished. Near cam~. Available 
Ene~ effiCient. orrag no sets. 
1457.- . 156 Cl 
NEED TWO PEOPLE to sublease 
nice house for summer. 5 minute 
bike ride from school. Rent 
negotiable. Call Beth. 536-1321 or 
40 Janine 529-5595. 9167Bel26 
Mo .. II.Ho ..... ICHAUTAUGUA ROAD. THRE 
LIKE NEW 14x70, 3-bedroom, near I bedroom. 12x60 with room ad-
E I MALE·FEMALE ROOMMATE 
;:::~~~ble p~~:'~~~i~'utili~~t campus. RefeFetlces and tj~it I dition. A·C. partially furnishe 
required. 529-4444. 88710 124 i $lSO. 637·2482. B9169Rc 1 d. 26 
MURDALE HOMES. IN Car· i COUNTRY LIVIJIT('~EWOO 
bondaJc Cilr limits, 2-hedrooms, ~ . area. re".;::!~!i:<I 2· m, g 




TWO FEMALE ROGMMATES 
needed for fall and spring. l. rent 
~~~~tilities. Can after9Mlre~~1 
~. '?~ed in ore or by 5~J8P~ 
HAIRDRESSERS WANTED. The 
Hair Lab .is looking for a few 
senous mInded cOl!metoll)gists 
'tlt'::r a~~~~f~~~~d ~~.e~~, 
interview appt. 529-390S. 9177Cl28 
.. BOYS CAMP • COUNSE:'OR 
~sitions for ProgJ:'am S~ialists: 
Sai~~::~t~S~~~~: s~a~::~. 
Tenms. and Waterskling. Arts ana 
~g~~~e.Ph~~OogJ:g~ki;:m'S~~~ 
~~~. ~~~i('ec:.~ ... ~;.oe20K~':ri 
Court. South Orange. N.J. 071Yi9." 
9221C124 
2& CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Great in· 
2 = ~~:¥.~:!vE~ii r:l~r:a~~e:n 1~-W~~~ 
Cenler. 2 miles to campus or tleaseand~ltnexible,S12s-mo 
=~'t::" ~:! "'i::''l'1:: \ - .. ". """", 
r: ~:lh~ ~mfi~$~~~e~':-'!~e 
~r:~i~:I~~' Janine S2:j=~ UPDATE YOUR WARDROBE. 
refrigerator, ~~allon water PRIVATE O~E ACRE lot. 
heater, so-foot 10', trees and bedrool'l! fum.lshed .near 'rowe ~ivacy, Cable-VIsion, un· Road. t150 available IDlme<fiatel 
gro~':r~i~~t:r~b~=: I pets o .. S2HS72. B9218Bc SERVICES OF=FfR£[) 
FEMALE ROOMMATE SUM. Expe:t tailoring and alterations. ~ MER. fall. spring. 4 bedroom ~~l!le~: jJofc::r:.;;~~n~~~~ 
26 apartment. great location behind pant lel!ls and lapels replace 
"as range. water heater, and SUBLE~SE ~ILER SUMMER 
urnace. 2·ton air conditioning. I 1~55. ruce. flll']1ished. 2 bedroom 
night lighting, near front door i ae, SI75·monUi. 457·5386 or 54 
pai'ki, owners de mowlOll and 13648. 9207Bcl 




zippers. hems. etc. The Alteration 
d , .... """'" Sliop. 828 E. Main. C<'!'bondale. 
norm 'refuse pickup. AUllable 
June I. very com~tive "rices. i CARBONDALE. NICE AND cle 
call 529-Sm or 451· . 87788-' 12x60. t:wo bedroom. summer an 54~1034. 8718EI23 
ROOMMATE NEEDED: SI00 
! ~~~~PallnJi:.~~se·91~1?~:IJ:r ~~RKjo~:'N~~ie W~S~i:at!~r 
I Duplexe. I ~~rences given. Call G~tsE~~ 
cl26 ! w~~n§is~= I~":e~ ~~~k 
EXTRA NICE 14 and 12 wide. Two 1St. Sorry no pets. Reference and 
bedroom. carpeted. air. furniShed, :=Sit required. 457·2814 or 529-
available summer and·or fan. No I . B9205Bcl29 
pets. 54!Hl491. B88OOBcl21 I 24x60. 4 BEDROOM. 2 baths, 
ONE BF:DROOM APARTMENT l:n~~~::~. ~~~ac~irea~~~} 
completely furnished. dean idea! 
~~ S~1~ ':'a~~':1\Y':~i~oc,:~~ 
Heal, water .. trash p'i~up. Lawn 
J 
CAMBRIA • TWO BEDROOM I WOMEN'S CENTER. CAR· 
unfurnished Sl10·month plus BONDALE of~ers confidenpal 
de'pc!sil and lease. C:J11 529·3521. I rrrancy testl1lg and .!O!lnsel~~ 
%7 t asi for Diane. B8804B029 2324,ro-ChOlce orgamzati~E125 I Arena 00 51. Summer and fall. call 457·7818 after 5. B9208Bc1 
~"'room" •.• maintenance IOcludeif 10 rent. S145 
l:~ '!'I:~.:r~ ~~:r~~~ ..... II • .a-n ... 1I 
rates) and faft contracts. Phone ,..In .. I.,... unfum ....... 
549-6612 or 549-3002 afte~cl29 ...... & trMh PIli .. 
fuml .... .".I"~I. 
LOW COST RENTALS, 10ft wide 1M..1ue 
$100. 12ft wide $125. cal~i32 rMOIi:~ SINGlE RA T£S ROXANNE M. H. P. , South Hwy 51 OMI5 AVAILABLE 
'1 ~J\tHl~~Bf:,°bedr!~~r:Je~ I CAR.S PAINTED, S150. Rust 
excenenl neighborhood S200 plus 1 repaIred. All work guaranteed. 12 
utilities. deposit requifed. Phone I years experience. 4S?·8223. b~t· 
1
997.3197 or 681-4289 after 5. ween Sam and 6pm for IDformallon 
8985B034 or apPOintment. 8808El21 
C-A-R-TE-R-V-ILLE--,--2-.B-E-D-R-OO-M,! PRO F E S S ION A L DOG 
CARPET, a·c. furnished. GROOMING. all ~reeds. low ~Yard, trees. par~10Bms ~~ and lender lovmg ~tt~ 
HElPWANTEO THE HANDYMAN. EVERYTHING from fixing r' m s water lawn care, ~osetoca ~, '. 
I 
and trash plCk·up furnIsh. shade. 
Sorry no pets. quiet, 549-4~7BCl33 
NOW RENTING SUMMER and 
I 
faD. Water. lawn care. trash pick· 
FREE bus to SIU 
2.1 ll~~~ri .,..= 
............. 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14-128.000 
Carribean. Hawaii. World. Call for 
I f9~:f:97~~~moryE~~~~~h'er~ 
doorknobs to remodeling 
bathrooms. Carpentry, roofing. 
drywallintt ~ainting. lawn 
:~;;~'l!;:ere~:S.1:S1J~:wnable 
8845El29 
up furnishpd. Quietkcable TV. 
g':~ ~~TP: 616 . a:,::i~t 
FOR FALL, BRAND new 14 wide. 
2-bedroom. 1"2 bath. 6 in. exterior 
wall, super insulation pa!!ka8e . 
~o'i: f"::!c"';::;' ~:;':t. ':~ 
pets. 549-U491. 8895SBc:1J6 
CLEAN, NICE 2 bedro9m mo!>ile 
bomes - Close tn campus wltll 
shady lots. Available summer, fall. 
No pets. Call529-3920 after 5:00 
po. 9064,!'CI24 
:!t~~~~s. ~!~~h~, ~fr~~ar_2 
petiog. complete kitchen, trees and l::~a~at~~B~~l:ei!;:!; 
lease. 457-8234 or 529-29719cl36BcI23 
I AVAILABLE NOW LOCATED in Frost Mobile Home Park wltb =.s~~lgal' and~~rt, 
NorthHwy51 
---Room. 
ROOMS, CARBONDAU:, IN an 
apartment. very near canlptl!l for 
=~s&~tt~~~~~ 
lounge with other Jtudents, 
:i~~: ~~dJ:n~~i~~~ 
~~tive pl'iC4a, callJ:8Fsc1; 
NICELY FURNlSHED, NEW 
ca~ting. refriger3tor, cooking 
~ru~:" ~~~~-:.:~. ~~~= 
after 5 p.m. BlI9iiiU11:.l6 
ROOMS THIS SUMMER: 3 
months. May 16 .A~ust 21. Sl3S.QO. 
='ro~~='HaJ.'~~. ~ I . 9092Bd138 
D1inois. 8824C125 
EARN S5OO.00 OR more per week. I T Y PIN G S E R V ICE· • G~~~Tn~e:\>' 3F~~ur~:reda~ii: I ~RJ:r;~~~·~J:.~~T: 
~~~T!~~~·:~i~edus,u~~~~t~~ . ~~::t:I~e C:~~~~4:~~~'~~ 
::;~'. Dept DE, Beverly ~~l~A 8881El30 
REBUILT STARTERS AND 
ALASKAN SUMMEr. JOBS: Good 
mone~! Oilfield to) canneries! 
~~J,:~:.,~~~~.~:!nE.s::: 
Services, BOll: 40235, Tucson, 
,Arimna8S711. NOlilllJllY~.:.c.31 
tlf:!:r:~ lo:e: ~~:u~:::.rn 
I Marion, IL. . All work guaran· teed. CaD 1·997-46l!. B8863El30 
I TERM PAPERS, THESES, 
Dissertations, resumes, report 
projects. etc .• IIBM electronic 
. CAREERS MASS MARKET Y9ur eqlDpment.) Can54!Hi226'~q""l_ 
Operations Research Inl'l.rxb ~ '" 
~.ker1.' Details Toll Free ~129 
NEED VISA? MASTERCARD? 
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED! I Ev~ryone eligible. rees and 
Female nude models. You don't savII,I s account required. Free 
have to be totalll' attractive or detal~. Rt 2 Box 38"A. Mur· 
slim! Strictly coDfidential!! Call phys!Joro, n. 62966. (618Hi49-8211, 
dter 3pm, 529-2280. 9022Cl:l111 anytime. 9134EI39 
Daily EI)'IItian. March ., ... Paie 15 . 
SERVICE'; OHERH' 
THE BEST VALUE, for ...... 00 
dissert.tions. WordPro lives • 
~~Ieec:rs:J&~I, =~I~ 
LADIES, LONG BEAUTiFUL 
n.ila at reason.ble prieH. N.U 
~oO. t!i::o~~t:,rlt.=~ I: 
!IIr7-27OJ. IOSIEtS? 
HOUSESITTING: FOR SUM-





All e.rs, S18, vans and trucks 
extra. 529-4534, ask for Mike. 
IlS5E121i 
ODD JOBS FROM A-Z. No job too 
~~~~~t.,r:~~r:i. ~~~r~1~~\m 
House54t-7521 fOl' a hellli1.~t41 
I. AIM DESIGN Studio- garments 
~~~~g==~~~d 1185E141 
~~!?ri~Pta~f~n~~Ju!!t~ 
ra~~~e:t~. errors, rea~~~~ 
EXPERT AUTO REPAIR. 
domestic or foreign. 3-years 
~~7s~~~fC:i!:.sOoabJe 
9212E125 
Free "..,.,ncy ... ttne 
• confidential os.I._ 
M .. 27M 
WANH~ 
EIU PROFESSOR SEEKING to 
bouse-apartment sit for SIU 
~~IZ;~ sabbatical83-84'~l~J6 
NEED REPLACEMENT FOR 
~~G'::msaud!:;:!. :E:)~~= 
453-4439 ASAP. Thanks! 9089Fl28 
WANTED TICKETS FOR REO 
~agon. ~cbedeliC Furs. ~~~~ey. C 54H5~~~ 
LOST 
fOUND 
SMALL FEMALE DOG~ 
~rea~:=~~r,maI have been in tieat. Quiet anil 
housebroken. Found in Bel Aire 
Mobile HomH 011 Park Street on 








. of Gold or Silver 
CoInI-J .... .".au. Rlaa 
J. J CGInIUJ $.1L457·61JI 
"EASTER WEEKEND" iUDE 
. Student Transit' to Chicago and 
~~~:~::. s~:s:~~s J~~ct:le:;~ 
hours to Chicagoland. 141.75 
roundtrip. For reservations in· 
formation pbone 52!H862. 
B9210P126 
ACT workshop scheduled 
A workshop to help people and an explanation of methods 
prepare for the American for reviewing prior to the test 
College Test will be held from date. 
1\:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. April 9 in 
Room 221 in Lawson Hall. 
sru..c faculty members who 
have extensive experience in 
using standarized tests will 
pr~~~::o::~ttnf' outline 
general test-taking strategies, 
offer techniques useful in 
alleviating test-taking anxiety 
and explain differences bet-
ween classroom tests and 
standardized examinatior,s. 
Format, purpose and scoring 
of the ACT will be emphasized. 
There will be a section by 
section analysis of the exam-
Students will be provided with 
a varietr of take·home 
matF;ials mcluding an outline 
of workshop su~estions, study 
aids and a version of the test 
which has been used in ~revious 
years. 
Enrollment for the workshop 
is on a first-come, first-served 
basis. Deadline for enrollment 
is Friday. Persons desiring to 
register for the workshop may 
contact Judy Faun, coordinator 
for the Division of Continuing 
Education. Washington Square 
C, Carbondale, lli. 62901. 
-CamposBrieis--
MAN AND HER Favorite Mood Sunday. April I and 10, from I a.m. 
Modifier, a musical portrayal of to noon. Motorcycles, helmets and 
alcobol's roles and effects witb iDIP.arance will be provided free. The 
pitar and singing by Bob Russell, minimum age for enrollment is 16. 
will be presented at 7 p.m. Tuesday More information is available from 
in Ballroom C. A1temative drinks the Office ~ ContiDuinl Education, 
will be served and the event is s:.715I. 
SPOlllOred by the WeIJness Center. 
THE PROFESSIONAL Law P81 CRi. the Psycbology Club, Enforcement Association will meet 
will present a film, ' • Gestalt at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Saline 
Tbenpy by Dr. Fritz Perl," at 7 Room. 
p.m. TUwdaJ in the Obio Room. 
POET JUDY Little and fiction 
writer Victor Walker will present a 
reading ~ tiMv work at 8 p.m. 
Tuaday in QQi8Iey Lounge, ~ 
sorell by the Department of E~. 
INTERNATIONAL craduate 
~~:::r ~~o~:!d~ i:~~r:adr: 
Sprinp or Los Angeles may pick up 
applications at International ser-
vices, 110 S. Forest. Summer 
A FREE ~ riding course ,Crossroads is a ' , preparation for 
wiD be ~flftd by the Safety Center going borne" worksbop free to 
b.....,inninl April I. COllrse 3A will selected sl1ldents except for traD-
meet Friday, April I, from 5:30 to sportation costs. Deadline for 
8:30 p.m. and on Saturday and submitting applications is April I. 
PaRe 11. Daiii ~ Mar1:h~, 191i3 ' 
Simon urges cultural revitalization 
By Rod 8tGne 
S&aff Writer 
America should improve itself 
culturally !lnd communicate 
with more understanclina with 
, other nations of the worJa, U.S. 
Rep. Paul Simon told SIU-C 
honors students Sunday. 
Simon, speaking at the 
CoUege of Communications and 
Fine Arts honors ceremony in 
McLeod Theater, said "we 
ought to be thinking about how 
we can enrich our society 
.culturally." 
Simon, D-22nd Disbict, told 
the audience that while on a trip 
to the Soviet Union over the 
Christmas holidays, he stopped 
in the town of Cobun, West 
Germany, which lias a 
population of about 80,000. 
Coburg, he said, has a 
professional orchestra and 
opera company, which are 
found only 10 large American 
cities. 
"In Germany they simply 
take for granted that a town of 
that size has a professional 
orchestra and its own opera 
company," he said. "We take it 
for granted that a town that size 
would not have these things." 
Germany, Simon said, has 60 
full-time, year·nund opera 
companies, while the United 
States does not haw any. The 
Metropolitan Opera in New 
York City probably comes 
closest, he sait'o 
Simon said that almost 50 
years ago. the Works Progress 
Administratiol turned the 
national liabllity of unem· 
ployment into an asset through 
development of the arts. 
.. , think we ought to be 
thinking in those kinds of 
creative terms again today," he 
said. 
For example, he asked, what 
if Southern Dlinois, which has 
population of about 500.000, 
beCame the first rural area in 
America with a professionaJ 
orchestra, opera company and 
theater? 
It would not only do 
something for the culture of the 
area, but it would also do 
wonders for the economy, he 
said. because people and in-
dustries would be attracted to 
Southern Dlinois. 
"We 'Vould be saying to the 
nation, 'Here is a distinctive 
area not looking to yesterday, 
but looking to tomorrow, .. ' he 
said. 
Simon also discussed his 
thoughts on the future of the 
world. which, he said, is more 
concerned with international 
aspects now than when he was 
S&aff Phote by Cheryl Ungar 
U.S. Rep. Palll SlmOlluhorhstadenla toenrieh U.S. society. 
~g up. He said he ~lieves be communication and un· 
It will become aware 10 the derstanding ... 
future. Simon pointed out that sen-
Exports will be the major sitivity to others is part of in· 
business growth area, he said. ternationalism. 
"How is Southern Illinois In a recent newspaper ac-
going to respond to that kind of count uf the death of a Chinese 
a future?" be asked. "This is leader, he said, the story used 
something we should be the phrase "Chinese peasants 
thinking about." paid tribute to," in describing 
Another factor contributing to the funeral. 
world internationalism is "the "If an American leader died, 
ability we now have to destroy can you ima~ine a newspaper 
the world," Simon said. sabiyiUnteg ·tAmo'). ,~rlhceanaspekedas.ants pay 
To mUll tJ'ate how casually this .bl 
can happen, Simon used the Simon said that without 
example of the accidental firing malice or intention to demeal; 
of a Tltan II missile in Arkansas others, we refer to citizens of 
two years ago. China and some other countries 
An Air Force sargeant was as peasants, while we would 
walking along. he said, and never refer to our own people 
accidentally dropped a wrench, that way. 
which broke a small aluminum Simon said study of foreign 
tube and sent the missile into languages and travel to foreign 
the air. It landed in a wooded countries would help students to 
area. its 9-megaton warhead communicate and understand 
undetonated. he said. the world, but students should 
"If you took all the bombs try to "get out where the real 
exploded in World War II, in· people are" when viSiting 
eluding Nagasaki and another country. 
Hiroshima," he said. "it would "Paris, London and Berlin 
total only 2 megatons." are no more the real France, 
In underground testing, England and Germany than 
Simon said, we have detonated New York City and Washington. 
bombs up to 60 megatons. D.C. are the real United 
Simon said the United States States," he said. 
has about 9,000 strategiC When the New Orleans 
warheads and the Soviet Union Repertory Jazz Ensemble 
has about 8.000. In addition, he played in Moscow and 
said, the United States has Leningrad. he said. the crowds 
about 40,000 tactical small were "overwhelming," even 
warheads. though there were no ads in 
"This is a grim world. but it is newspapers and only a few 
a world where. if we are not to posters put up. 
:s::t!a:hw~~~r ~~;:'~e~:: "It was commu!lication 
again is the cry of a child to be through culture," he said. 
heard, and we have the· Simon said student.:; shon!d 
potential to create that kind of a also be thinking about what they 
world," he said, "there has to can do to serve others. 
Carbondale Mayoral Debate on Student Issues 
An Opportunity for students to be heard concerning Carbondale Politics 
:G Candidates: ~ 
Robert Crim and Helen Westburg 
Following the debate there will be an open forum 
for the eight city council candidates 
Thursdav, March 31, 8pm, Ballroom D 
Open to the Public 
SPC Expressive Arts and the Underp'aduate Student Orpnizadon 
hilosophy Dept. will sponsor 
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Students participating in a 
ummer program to Greece 
'ilI, among other activities, 
epeat ancient Greek ex-
riments to measure the 
arth's circumference. 
The four-week program, 
scheduled to take place from 
~Iay 18 to Junp. 16, is being 
planned by Rohert Hahn and 
~ark Johnson, faculty memo 
bers in the Philosophy 
Department. 
AN organizational meeting 
will be at 7 p.m. Wednesday in 
Faner 1028 for those intprested 
in making the trip. 
Students can earn between 
three and six credit hours for 
the course trip which "will 
make a first-hand attempt to 
construct the origins of western 
civilization," said Hahn, 
director of the program titled 
"A Seminar in Ancient Greek 
Civilization." 
I 
"The project is both an ar-
chaeology of ideas and an ex-
pedition," Hahn said. "We want 
it to be an educational trip and 
at the same time we want to 
show people that learnmg is 
fun." 
The trip will cost an 
estimated $1.966 per person and 
includes round trip fares from 
Chicago to Athens, Greece; 
double occupancy lodging for 
the whole month; breakfasts; 
transportation in and around 
Greece; five boat rides to 
surrounding Greek islands and 
to Turkey; two jet flights to 
Samos Island and back to 
Athens; and tuition and course 
fees. 
However, Hahn said the cost 
may be reduced if a few more 
students participate. So far, 10 
persons have signed up, he said. 
The ideal number of par-
ticipants would be near but not 
more than 20. he added. 
"Students need not be 
majC?ring i~ Greek philosoph1. 
or hIStory m order to enroU, 
Hahn said. "Any students and 
faculty members from SIU-C or 
elsewhere may join." 
Course credit will be 
arranged between students and 
their respective departments. 
Johnson. who specializes in 
the history of aesthetics and 
philosophy of language and 
ethics, said that anyone who 
wants to be a ''part of the in-
tellectual community" may join. 
Hahn said students will ex-
plore the history of art and 
architecture still visible after 
2,500 years. The program is 
divided into four parts: ar-
chitecture and archaeology in 
ancient Athens; social history 
of athletics, religion and 
poetry; origins of Greek 
science, mathematics. Jl.Jfic and 
philosophy; psychology and 
literature in the fifth century. 
The course begins with a five-
day tour of Athens. which will 
include visits to museums, 
archaeology sites, Plato's 
Academy and Aristotle's 
Lyceum. 
After seeing Athens, the 
group will visit Pan-Hellenic 
sites where the first Olympic 
gamer> were held. The ex-
ploration of athletics and 
religious origins will last four 
days in Delphi, Olympia and 
Nemea-Corinth, Hahn said. 
[n Turkey, the parhcipants 
wiD visit the ancient dty of 
Ephesus to study the origins of 
philosophy and critical 
thinking. 
"One aspect of the program 
will be to find out why 
philosophy emerged in the 5th 
century and why in this 
location," Hahn said. 
At Paros and Naxos islands, 
the group will examine classical 
astronomy and will be shown 
how the Greeks made Simple 
astronomical instruments and 
how they measured time by the 
night skie:~, a practice which 
gave rise to navigational 
theories. Students will measure 
thf! earth's circumference using 
methods used by Eratosthenes 
in the second century. 
A study of Greek drama and 
literature will take paJce at 
Mykonos and Delos islands. The 
group will also recite 2,400-year-
old poetry selections. 
The trip will end with a visit to 
the mile-high volcanic island of 
Santorini, where they will study 
myth, metaphor and the status 
of women in antiquity. 
So far, enroUment for the 
program includes. stude~ts 
majoring in educatIon, SOCIal 
rehabilitation, art and pre-
medicine. One handicapped 
student bas also signed up, 
Save $45.00 
... tel .. 1 
onw .... I •. 
11'. the b.t deal oround. 
~ quality. Ata 
1peC1a11ow pnc., Come _ 







Service. Quality • Selection. Prlc. 
Hahn said. 
Joan O'Brien, a faculty 
member from the Foreign 
.. anguages and Literatures 
Department, will join the group. 
Two other Greek professors, 
both from the American College 
of Greece, wiD also be involved. 
Hahn, who specializes in 
Greek philosophy and the 
history of ancient science, 
received his doctorate from 
Yale University. He has taught 
at Harvard, the University of 
Texas, Brandeis and Yale. 
He directed summer ex-
peditions to Greece during the 
last three years. This will be the 
first trip he has organized while 
at SIU-C. 





Ph. (314) 158-3237 
1." DIKOUNT UNTIL MAY 1S1 
Come in Monday 
Ihru Wednesday 
wearing our (I Greco 
I-Shirt and you'll 
\ receive 50c off 
.::: \ any sandwich ~ 
MoW-11-1 order _ ____ ..... -11.11 
..... 11·1 ... ' .. 11 
Genuine Gr_k Cul.ln. 
516 S. lllinol., Carltoncla •• 
Style comes to 5.1.0. 
Easy to care for hair is more affor~~bl~ at Hairbenders. Get. a ne:-v 
Hairbenders style- shampoo, condltlonmg. c~t an~ blow :tylln~- )7 
price. This offer is good for first-time Hairbenders clients With thiS ad. 
Call today for an appointment and new Hairbenders style. 
Men's styles 1.25 Women's styles 8.15 
Hairbenders 
Hairstyling for Men and Women. 
703 So. Illinois Ave. 
Carbondale • 549-4422 
Oll~' good only Wi,h coupon Oil'!, '!JlPIf'!S 4 30 -S3 ~c Russ ;>050'5'" 1983 
Softball team to host SEMO 
By Brian Higgins 
Staff Writer 
The key to good baserunning 
involves much more than sheer 
='te~'ba~k H;~C~oft~fi 
~:t!l~~o~Sth~I~~ :: 
statistical column reveals a 
paltry three thefts in 12 oulings. 
"It isn't always speed," 
Brechtelsbauer insisted. "The 
opposing pitchers have been 
ahead of our batters a lot of the 
time. When they get behind, 
they sometimes lose track of 
who's on base. We've also been 
facing some very strong cat-
chers." 
And then there's pitching. So 
far the Saluki hurlers have done 
a commendable job. Until the 
eighth game of the season, they 
didn't even allow an earned run. 
But the perfect team ERA is 
gone for good. and SIU-C, now 7-
4, (by NCAA rules a recent loss 
to a junior college opponent 
does not count in the record) 
has lost three of the five con-
tests played since their return 
from Oklahoma. 
Brechtelsbauer recently tagged 
her squad's pitching as a 
problem area. 
Sunny Clark has been con-
sistent, to say the least. The 
Herrin junior is undoubtedly 
one of the most gifted pitchers 
to come down the pike in a 
while. This season should tell if 
she can transcend from good to 
greatness. 
Donna Dapson hasn't been as 
fortunate. After a steady fall 
performance, 'Dapson is off to a 
slow start. She's taken her 
lumps on the mound, but 
hopefully a slow start is the only 
malady afflicting her. 
Meredith Stengel is still 
apparently drained from a bout 
with mononucleosis. But 
Brechtelsbauer knows the tr,'e 
potential of her junior hurler. 
and once she's 100 percent, the 
pitching rotation should be 
nothing short of exceptional. 
Exceptional is indeed the only 
word to describe the early 
season exploits of freshman 
Eileen Maloney. After making 
more appearances as a pinch 
runner than a pitcher in the fall, 
Maloney has blossomed into a 
full-fledged starter. With a 3-0 
slate thus far. Malooev scat-
tered just five hits in Iier lasf 
outing. She'll team up with 
Clark as the Salukis' one-two 
punch when the Salukis host 
Southeast Missouri in a 
doubleheader at I p.m. Tuesday 
at the WIA field. 
"I was trying to ease her in." 
Brechtelsbauer said of 
Maloney's sudden transition 
from bullpen warmer to starter. 
"She's worked real hard, and I 
feel she's ready now. I've been 
extremely J?leased with Eileen. 
She's the kmd of person who's 
never satisfied with her per-
formance. After practice she'll 
be standing on the side throwing 
pitches into the fence, working 
on her release." 
SIU-C came out on top of 
three of the five meetings with 
SEMO last season. But hitting 
has always been the Indians' 
forte, and Brechtelsbauer is 
fully aware that her club will 
have to counter with more of the 
same. 
"They've been p,retty tough 
the last few years, ' the 16-year 
Saluki skipper said. "I don't 
know of a SEMO team that 
didn't have hitters. Simply put, 
if we don't play our best. we 
won't beat them." 
Wadmark stays· hot as netters split 
By George Pappas 
Staff Writer 
Winning some and losing 
some has been the pace of the 
men's tennis team this season. 
This weekend. the Salukis 
traveled to Indiana. losing to 
the Hoosiers on Saturday in 
Bloomington and defeating 
Evansville on Sunday on the 
Aces' home court. 
But the spotlight still shines 
on freshman Per Wadmark 
from Sweden, who improved his 
record to 9-4. and is expected to 
move up from his current 59th 
ranking in the NCAA, Coach 
Dick leFevre said. 
The Salukis, now 8-6, had to 
play in some' bad Hoosier 
weather Saturday as they were 
dumped by Indiana 6-3. 
"We couldn't adjust to the bad 
weather." LeFevre said, "but 
that's no excuse because In-
diana adjusted weil enough to 
beat us." 
Wadmark won the only 
single's match against the 
Hoosiers, and the doobles teams 
consisting of Wadmark-RoUie 
OJiquino and David Filer-John 
Greif were also triumphant. 
But the story was quite dif-
ferent in Evansville as the 
Salukis crushed their opponents 
7-2. The Salukis' only losses 
were at No. 1 and 2 doobles. 
In the singles matches. 
Wadman. beat Marc Hord, 6-4, 
6-1. John Greif had some 
troubles with Evansville's Dan 
Flanigan, but Greif still came 
back and won 6-3, 2~, 7~. 
Gabriel Coch beat Dave Barron, 
6-4, 2~, 6-3. 
Oliquino dumped Joe 
Strazmcky, 6-3, 6-4. Scott 
Krueger beat Pat Heiman, 6-1, 
7~, and Paul Rasch crushed 
Brian Ninen. 6-2, 6-3. 
In the only Saluki doubles 
match victory Sunday, Rasch 
and Visconti beat the third 
doubles team. 6-1, 6-3. 
There was a switch in the 
doubles line-up Sunday as Filer 
was out of action due to an in-
fected toe he suffered while 
playing against the Hoosiers the 
day before. Coch stepped in 
with Greif for doubles play, and 
although not used to playing 
together, the tandem turned in a 
tough match before losing 6-7,7-
'5,6-7. 
LeFevre said Filer's toe will 
be healed by next weekend as 
the Salultis travel to Oklahoma 
City for the Oklahoma In-
vitational. Competing in this 
invitational will be Oral Roberts 
University, Nebraska. 
Oklahoma, Oklahoma State, 
Tulsa and 14th-ranked Wichita 
State. 
GOLF from Page 20 
tiny, and with the way they 
were shaped the girls could hit 
the green and the ball would roll 
off." 
The invitational also served 
as a preview for the conference 
championship for McGirr, since 
four of the five teams were 
conference foes. Iowa State, the 
second place fInisher, was the 
prIng 
March 28-April2. 1983 
only team that is not a member 
of the Salukis' conference. 
Illinois State was the only 
conference member not com-
petin" at the tournament. 
ellness 
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inf"""'~ NO]' 10 loam relaxation lechniq ... and ... tioaaI _ 
of mlUl&llina daily _ and impn>Yina .0000borin. will be "",,,rrod. Callte __ . 
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TUESDAY: 
Old Folk'. Boogie 
with 
fRONT STREET 
Oltl ,olk'. Drink Speclel. 
2 for the price of , Drink Cords 
Issued at door with proof of Old Age. 
NO 
TEACHERS ... 
Your ... Needed 
All Ov.rth. 
World. 
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why they teach Special 
Education or MathfScience in Africa ... Ask other 
volunteers why they work as Primary Educators in 
latin America. They'll probably say they want to help 
people, use their skills, travel. learn a new language, and 
gain valuable career experience. Ask them why Peace 
Corps is the toughest job you'lI ever love. 
INFO BOOTH: Apr 5 & 6 in Stud. Ctr. 
FILM SEMIKAR: Wed, Apr 6 at 7pm in the 
Stud. Ctr .• followed by a meeting of 
RETURNED PEACE CORPS VOLl~TEERS at 8:30pm. 
INTERVIEWS: Thur. Apr 7. lnteres~ed 
Seniors sign up in the Career Planning 
Office in Woody Hall. 
PEACE·CORPS 
eek 
THE VEGETARIAN ALTE .. "ATIVE-Voeetarian _ can be 
oaf. and M.lthy if .... kno •• ha. ,....',. dam. Thia .orbhop will 
CO¥ift' proC.ein combinaboM: typee of meatl_ m ..... and rtUOoa why 
!hoy _ • ..,..t ..... Diacov .. ioN, ~ and .... tiIo. and 
aampilteometul)"tnaIa! 
WoIIn_y. Much 30. 3:0Ih';()O p.m.. MiM_ppi Room. Student 
Center. 
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__ 10 follow .... d IIOUP .upport. II y ...... born Ihinl<ina abou' 
quiUiq. now', III ........ Join III .. _up and atop _JU,.. far (Iuad. 
Call 10...,...... 
M_ Wollnoaclaya. 3:00-6:00 p.m.. !lor II .. ",_ ... _ ..... 
II1IIIMuchJO. 
MEDITATION-L.m tho bulc. of meditation and the alliod dU-
cipm- in Ihio m. .. _ -"'_ Meditation ~.-...m. 
~...... Ihina tochniq .... and p ___ will all be 
ir.doulod 1ft III. i_ W ...... mmond CUi,.. inlrod.......,. ,_ 
...,.,. ... ...,.e.,;.,. '" Ihia cia-. CaD 10 __ . 
M_W ..... oacIaya.7:ro-9:00p.m.farft ... ~_ ..... 
ninorMuch3O. 
~~~~I==toK;;;w.:..-:..:~,=? 
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:~oedaY. Much 30. 7:00..9:00 p.m. Room 1007. COIIlmanicatio"" 
SpoII8OI'ed by the Wel~ C_ 
Call 538-4441 for ~tioa 
OI'iaI.......uoa 
ant becoming USFL's top back 
LPHIA (AP) 
is running away 
Walker and the 
the United States 
League. But he's not 
let his success run away 
like for people to look 
as old Kelvin Bryant. I'd 
for Herschel to do his thing, 
I'D do mine." 
is the USFL's leading 
with 4S4 yards on 91 
He had 112 yards in 22 
Sunday and broke four 
on a 38-yard pass play 
the Stars' fmal touchdown in 
2'7-22 loss to Tampa Bay. The 
loss, Philadelphia's first, left 
the Bandits as the USFL's only 
unbeaten team, 
"He's a hard-nosed runner 
and a great competitor," said 
Tampa Bay cornerback Jeff 
George. 
But Bryant says: "I don't look 
at myself as the only one to 
Sutton capture. 
golf champion.hip 
By Bob Gree. 
AI" Golf Writer 
generate the offense. The of-
fensive line opens up the holes, 
and I just run throUgh." 
As a hi&h school freshman at 
Tarboro, N.C., Bryant ran for a 
touchdown the first time he got 
the foo1haD in his team's season 
opener. He was the state 100-
yard dash champion as a junior 
and pil~ up 1,420 yards rushing 
as a semor. 
At North Carolina, he 
recorded three I,OOO-yard 
seasons although he was slowed 
by a sprained ankle his senior 
year. 
"The big question was about 
his durability," says Carl 
Peterson, the Stars' president 
and general manager. "He's 
had smaD injuries that have 
taken him away from the game. 
But he's a much tougher runner 
than most people think." 
Bryant left Sunday's game 
briefly with bruised ribs, but 
returned to score the final 
touchdown. He said he would be 
ready for practice Monday. 
He said· he signed with the 
USFL because he liked the 
money and wanted a chance to 
be a starter. 
"The Stars offense reminds 
me of North Carolina's," he 
said. "But • didn't do as much 
blocking in college. I stiU think • 
can get better at that. 
". know a lot of people are 
saying this league is not going to 
make it, but it's got a lot of gOod 
players, a lot of PeoPle who love 
to win." 
The Stars' offensive line, 
which at an averalle of around 
270 pounds is the gIant squad of 
the league, is happy with 
Bryant, too. 
"He knows where it hap-
pens," Peterson says. "And the 
offensive line knows the only 
way for them to really shine is 
to have a great running back get 
100 yards a game, to see him 
make that second and third 
effort. It's a mutual love af-
fair." 
---Sport. Roundup---
Babcock winallUnoia open 
Saluki aU-around gymnasts Brian Babcock and Jolm Levy got in a 
workout this weekend wbile awaitiq word from the NCAA 
regarding a berth for SIU-C at the national championsbips Apri17-9 
at Penn State University. 
Babcock scored 115.35 to take fll'lt at the Illioois Open, while Levy 
scored 109.10 to place seventh. Babcock reached 58.20 in his COID-
pulsory routines, including a 9.9500 parallel ban and 9.800 pommel 
horse. 
Women rugger. win 
The women's rugby club defeated the Universi!1. of Columbia 14-0 
Saturday, playinc in "the worst conditions ever,' according to club 
president Becky Larkin. 
Brenda Schumacher had two trys, Shannon Maulding 0IIe try and 
Maria Erickson one extra kick for the rugen. who next play 
Chicago and Indiana Uaiwnity in Chica80 this 'fteIreDd. 
PONTE VEDRA, Fla. - Hal 
Sutton emerged freom a 
struggling, scrambling, 
frustrated field with birdies on 
two of the last three holes and 
scored a one-stroke victory 
Monday in the day-late wind-up 
of the prestigious Tournament 
Players Championship. 
Sutton, who won one tour- Lifter toke •• econd 
nament and $237 ,434 as a rookie 
last season, played the last 18 Jerry Richards, a member of the Weilbtliftiag Club, and the first 
holes in 69, three under par on SIU-C stlXlent to qualify fOl' natiClUllIs, placed secmd in the com-
the controversial Players' Club petition held at Texas A • M last weekend. 
course. The juDiCII' in computer science lilted 347 in the squat, 215 ba the 
bencb press and 425 in the dead IifL 
He finished 72 boles in 283, 
five shots UDder par on the 
course that was the subject 01 a 
petition from some leading 
players to PGA Tour Com-
missioner Deane Beman 
demanding that changes be 
made on the borne course for 
the PGA tour. 
Sutton's victory in this event 
that is biDed as the annual 
championship of golf's touring 
pros, was worth $126,000 - the 
biggest prize so far offered on 
the American tour - from the 
total purse of $700,000. 
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and not question marks. 
Sophomore Jay Bellisimo is 2-
o and 1.83, junior college 
transfer Rich Ellis 3-1 and 4.13, 
and fresbman Gary Bockhorn 
has thrown betler thaD a 1-3 
record atld 5.20 earned nm 
average would attest. 
Those five have pitched 
almost every inning for the 
Salukis. The rest of the staff has 
thrown less than 12 innngs. 
EsseDtiaUy Jones has just 
seven full time pitchers, 
although infielders Koch and 
Blumhorst can also pick up a 
-few 1iirunp wheJi neeaea. 
Maybe the team isn't as good 
as some 01 the monster teams 
Jones has had (like 43-9 and 37-6 
seasons) but they're better than 
a 10-8 record too. 
uccaun .,. ...... 
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The 1983 SALUKI OPEN RACQUETBALL 
TOURNAMENT is being held April 1, 2, 3 at the 
Student Recreation Center. Entry fee is $8.00 
for students and SRC use card holders and 
$13.00 for all others. Sign up deadline is 
Wednesday, March 30, so Ilgn up now at the 
Recreation Center. Players will be grouped by 
Men'l Open, B, C, and Over 30 classes, 
Women's Open, B, and C classes. T-shirts and 
hospitality will be provided for the players. 
For more information Call Tournament 
Directors Greg Smolens (529-5637) and Bruce 
Zamost (529-3457). 
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Women golfers sweep 
five-team tournament 
By Sherry Chisenh.U 
Staff Writer 
Behind Sue Arbogast's 
tournament-leading 241, tbe 
women's golf team raced to a 
first place finisb at the South-
west Missouri Stt.'lt: In-
vitational, held Thursday and 
Friday in Springfield, Mo. 
Arbogast shot rounds of 78. 82 
and 81 to take individual low-
scoring honors in the 54-hole 
tournament, whicb marked the 
junior's first win at tbe 
coUegiate level. 
Arbogast's efforts were aided 
by teammates Dania Meador 
and Lisa Bremer, who finished 
second and third, resfM:Ctively. 
Meador and Bremer fmished 54 
holes in a three-way tie for 
second with Jill Fjelstul of 
N~rtl?-ern Iowa, Fjelstul was 
ehmmated after the third 
playoff hole, and Bremer set-
tled into third when Meador 
parred the fourth playoff hole to 
claim second. 
Meador's second place finish 
came behind rounds of 85, 77 
and 82, while Bremer fired 
rounds of 82, 81 and 81. 
Lisa Kartheiser t'lTIled in 
scores of 76, 88 and 82, a:ld Kim 
Oliver notched 3n 80 and a pair 
of 865. 
SIU-C claimed the team title 
with a total of 968. behind 
rounds of 316, 326 and 326. Iowa 
State, the only non-conference 
competitor, finished second 
with a 996 team mark. Northern 
Iowa took third with a 1,007, 
Southwest Missouri was fourth 
with 1,042, and Wichita State 
finished at the bottom with 
1,060. 
McGirr said the Salukis went 
to Springfield knowing nothing 
about the tournament or course 
and didn't play a practice 
round. Mter the Salukis opened 
up a 2S-stroke lead in the first 
round of the invitati'mal, 
though, McGirr said she was 
confident they ::auld win the 
tournament. 
"Mter the first day I b.~1 
we'd have to play pretty bad (0 
blow it," she said. "ThroughrJtJt 
the tournament we got good 
team play from everyone. We 
used each person's score at 
:b!~~ce, so everyone con-
"This was Sue's first win as a 
collegiate, so it was particularly 
exciting for her," McGirr said. 
"I was also plf'ased with how 
Lisa !Bremer) and Dania 
played. This should be a con-
fidenCe-builder for Dania, since 
she dido't play real well on the 
Louisiana bip. Lisa Kartheiser 
played exceptionally well, but 
she had a bad second round. 
"I think this tournament will 
really help us down the road," 
McGirr said. "I think you have 
to learn how to win, just like you 
have to learn to accept losses. 
The win was a real confidence-
builder, and it's good that it 
c~me early in the season, so the 
gll'ls know they are capable of 
vying for the top spots in the 
rest of our spring tournaments. 
"The girls also know that 
these aren't the toughest teams 
we'll face, so I don't think 
they'll get over-confident and 
relax:' McGirr continued. 
"They'll still work hard." 
McGirr's team once again 
proved its ability to play well 
under adverse weather con-
ditions. With temperatures in 
the low 40s and strong winds, 
conditions were not ideal for 
golf. 
"We played in about the worst 
w~ather possible for golf," she 
said. "They were the type of 
day-; when you find out who the 
real athletes are, because the 
girls have to be mentally tough 
to stay out there and play. 
"I think we had a bit of an 
advantage over the other teams 
iu that we've been playing 
outside since February," 
McGirr continued. "Most of the 
other teams have had snow and 
have barely been out to play." 
McGirr said the course itself 
was fairly wide open, more 
suitable for SIU-C than the tight 
courses they've played 
recently. The greens in South 
west Missouri were extremely 
small, though, she said, and 
sha~ like inverted bowls. 
"'he premium was definitely 
on the short game." McGirr 
said. "The greens were really 
See OOLF, Pa,e II 
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Gloomy weather overshadows 
real potential of baseball team 
By Dan Devine 
Associate Sports Editor 
Saluki baseball watchers 
have been strangley subdued 
this season when it comes to 
discussing the future of this 
year's team. The initial temp-
tation is to say that reticence 
isn't misplaced. 
Fans see a pitching staff that 
runs out after three pitchers, 
infielders that make some in-
teresting throws to first 
baseman Mike Blumhorst, and 
a bullpen thats best weapon has 
been gasoline. 
But it can't be all gloom awl 
doom. Just as a real spring will 
no doubt arrive, so too will the 
Salukis' winter of discontent 
end. 
First and foremost, the 
Saluki.'! are coached by Itchy 
Jones, and it's not wise to ignore 
his record. 
In 13 years at SIU-C Jones has 
compiled twelve-30 win seasons 
and ammassed a wmning 
percentage of .750, fourth best 
among active Division 1 
coaches. He has taken eight 
teams into NCAA post-season 
competition and four teams 
into the Coilege World Series. 
Since Jones doesn't seem 
unduly worried about this 
year's 10-8 start, there's not 
much point in predicting that 
the run of success will end, 
unimpressive start or not. Jones 
knows the calibre of opposition 
his team has faced. 
Secondly, behind the problem 
areas are some real strengths. 
The Saluki day-to-day lineup 
has been rema(kable set, and 
the batting order has scored 
enough runs to offset a shell-
shocked pitching staff. 
The order bas Jim Reboulet 
at the top, and a bunch of line 
drive- .300 type hitters behind 
him, including one line drive-
.400 type hitter in Scott Bridges. 
And the much maligned 
pitching staff needs only 
comebacks from senior lef-
thanders Torn Caulfield and 
Dick Wysocki to go from shaky 
to solid. Unless last year's 
Taking cover 
improvement by both means 
nothing, that sh. uld happen any 
day. 
It's signifif',mt that Jones' 
main conce'n is depth. Tha:'s 
usually thE difference between 
a bad team and a team that g(~S 
to Florid& and plays resl='eC' 
tablv against some of the best 
teams in the nation. 
Mediocre teams look for a 
third starting pitcher or a 
second baseman who can turn 
the double play. Jones is looking 
for a fifth starter and another 
outfielder. 
The current 14-game Saluki 
homestand, which may be 
shortened because of the bad 
weather, will sho~ whether 
Jones' basic optimism is 
deserved. 
"I think we'll wind up with 
about 20 wins after this 
homestand," he said. "Maybe 
20-12." 
That would be an idea! 
launching pad for the road 
games that foUow and the then 
the Missouri Valley Conference 
season. The MVC season begins 
in late April 
The conference has seyen 
~t!U ~:J di'::J!!c:J::S': in~~ 
two divisions. SIU-C plays in the 
East with Indiana State, 
Bradley, and Illinois State. The 
West division consists of 
Creighton, New Mexico State 
and Wichita State. 
The top two teams in each 
division wiD meet in a double 
elimination tournament after 
t~ .completion of the 12-game 
~ar season. The champions 
will advance to the NCAA 
regionals, where they wiD have 
a chance to advance further into 
the College World Series. 
The conference battle wiD 
~='~~n=~:r:r:r t~':'~~~~ 
nation ri2bt now, and SIU-C or 
Indiana State. 
For the reasons already 
listed, the Salukis will probably 
earn the privilege of being 
secon~ to the powerful 
Shockers. 
The Saluki batting order is 
this team's jewel. If you throw 
out catcher Steve Boyd's .204 
average, SIU"(; doesn·t have a 
regular under .290. 
Left fielder Bridges has 
scintillated throughout. owns a 
.425 average and also leads the 
team in hits, runs, total bases 
and runs baUPd in. 
Leadoff hitter Jim Reboulet 
has been just as valuable. 
Reboulet plays a lot like Joe 
Morgan, when Morgan was the 
~sttc:y-::iJn }:l:ba~:,::: nr~ 
Philadelphia. 
Reboulet has four home runs. 
12 stolen bases, 19 walks, a .311 
batting average and has settled 
down in the field after an erratic 
start. 
Reboulet might be Joe 
Morgan, but nobody can accuse 
his partner at shortstop, Rich 
Koch, of being Mark Belanger. 
Koch is hitting .322 but has more 
errors, 14, than runs batted in. 
The order also has first 
baseman Mike Blumhorst, .290; 
center rielder P.J. Schranz, .291> 
and seven steals. Also in the 
lineup are a pair of impressive 
freshmen. 
The most heralded of the two, 
right fielder and designated 
hitter Robert Jones, has 
struggled, but still has a .306 
average, and a tremendous 
home run to right center field 
that may be a sign of things to 
come. 
The other rookie, third 
baseman Mike Gellinger, has 
made a smoother, quieter 
transition, and has hit .m so 
far. 
The pitching staff is more 
tarnished than the batting or-
der, mainly because Caufield 
and Wysocki have pitched so 
::~~r=~ ~}:ndn::;~, 
"They should be at the top of 
our pitching staff," said Jones. 
"We need those two." 
Ironically, the team's proven 
pitchers have struggie<l, while 
two nt-wcomers and a 
sophomore have been answers 
See BASEBALL, Page 19 
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